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NYCentral Modeler
The NYCentral Modeler focuses on providing information about modeling of the railroad in
all scales. This issue features articles, photos, and reviews of NYC-related models and
layouts. The objective of the publication is to help members improve their ability to model
the New York Central and promote modeling interests. Contact us about doing an article for
us. mailto:NYCSHS@verizon.net
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New York Central System Historical Society
The New York Central System
Historical Society (NYCSHS) was
organized in March 1970 by the
combined efforts of several
former employees of the New
York Central Railroad. The
NYCSHS is chartered as a nonprofit corporation under the laws
of the state of Ohio. The mission
of the NYCSHS is to perpetuate
the legacy of the New York
Central
System
and
its
predecessor lines and subsidiary
roads through the acquisition and
preservation of their various
histories, traditions, documents,
records, and artifacts; and
through the dissemination of
accurate information in a manner
that is consistent with good
stewardship and preservation.
Your membership gets you four
issues of the popularly acclaimed

Central Headlight, the official
publication of the NYCSHS.
The Central Headlight is only
available to members, and
each issue contains a wealth
of information each quarter.
From steam to diesel (and
electric), from freight to
passenger, from branchline
to mainline, the Central
Headlight covers it all. Our
Annual Meetings focus on
the preservation of New
York Central railroad history
with informative speakers,
presentations, and tours. The
Society also has many NYC
reference
books
and
drawings
available
for
purchase. Membership is
open to all; so don't delay;
join today! www.nycshs.net
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The NYCSHS Modelers Committee
We have a NYCSHS Modelers Committee that now has 14 members. We meet on the phone about
once a month to strategize about what to do to support NYC modeling for our members.
The members of the committee are Dave Mackay, (Chair), Brian Marotta, Jeff English, Dave Staplin,
Paul Pickard, Lawrence Faulkner, Manuel Duran-Duran, Kyle Coble, Dan Seligmann, Seth Lakin,
Larry Grant, Ralph Schiring, Noel Widdifield, and Rich Stoving.
We have released almost 300 models at up to 20% off MSRP to our members and have sold more
than 3,000 models and taken pre-orders for many more. We have offered several HO-scale, Nscale, and O-scale models and are in the process of finding more HO-, N-, S-, and even O–scale
models to be released in coming months. Watch our website and Collinwood Shop online store for
more information. Website: NYCSHS.org and Collinwood Shop: NYCSHS.net
We have released many new NYC models over the last four years, but if you have some ideas for
us, contact us at NYCBigFour@verizon.net
NYCentral Modeler
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Greetings from the New NYCSHS President
Dave Mackay, NYCSHS President
Hi Folks!
No matter how I try, my modeling never seems to achieve a satisfactory level. For example, I’ve
been modeling New York Central diesel locomotives from my very start in the hobby in
Elementary School, and can’t seem to get done. Just when I think I can take a break, Broadway
Limited Imports comes out with Lightning Stripe Baldwin RF-16’s with DCC and sound. Then the
Rapido FA-2 with DCC and sound shows up. Not to mention Bowser’s Alco C-430 and the Atlas
RS-3, both DCC with sound. I had modeled all of these previously, but in DC without sound.
Today, the details are astounding, I used to spend hours applying handrails, sunshades, and all
manner of extra items, which come as standard on a lot of these better-quality models.
I don’t know about your home, but mine is only so large. My wife, Anne, and I have a rule we try
and follow. “Nothing comes in unless something goes out”. I don’t have the room for fleets of the
same model diesels, and having over 80 on display tends to keep a limit on new acquisitions.
Having already modeled all of the new diesels I’ve mentioned above years ago, but having a
continuous model improvement program (abet unofficially), something has to give. The new
ones have arrived and are going through the Shops here for any detail additions that they may
not already have, and the old ones get prepped for eBay. I’ll find out how much those 30-year-old
Model Power Sharknose Baldwins, and the Life-Like Proto 2000 FA-2 will fetch (once the new
gears get here for the FA-2, it isn’t operable). They won’t get much, but every little bit helps.
Freight cars follow the same scenario, but it seems there are fewer NYC Freight cars produced
than diesels. It’s great to know that our Society Store, Collinwood Shop, features all the latest
correct NYC cars available. Finally, I can start to thin out the herd of Athearn “blue box” cars that
stand in for NYC prototypes. I can’t wait to start my retirement and begin the process of getting
into the details of NYC freight car modeling. Ted Carlotta’s freight car books have brought me to
a level of modeling I never dreamed of, and it looks like a great challenge, as well as a lot of fun.
We should have Ted’s books in the store soon, please look for the announcement!
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The NYCentral Modeler

From the Cab
It seems that the model manufacturers are offering
fewer and fewer authentic NYCS models for us. I
have some thoughts on that to share with you.
Manufacturers tell us that when they offer NYCS
models there is not much demand and they don’t
always sell all of the models.
When we offer NYCS models in the Collinwood
Shop we don’t always have any orders for them.
Or if we pre-order stock of them, we don’t sell
them all. Sometimes when we offer pre-orders
with a deposit required, the buyer never comes
back to pay the remainder of the price for their
model and we end up with unsold models.
Manufacturers are offering more of the modern
locos and rolling stock and not the 1940- 1970
models many of us want. This is in response to
younger buyers who want modern equipment.
We all have limited budgets for our hobby so we
can only purchase so much.
I don’t have an answer other than to ask you to
continue to buy NYCS models from us, or your
favorite dealer. If we don’t, before long there
won’t be any NYCS models for us to buy.
If you like what we do or have suggestions, send
me your articles, comments, and/or corrections.
NYCBigFour@verizon.net

This publication of the NYCSHS is for the purpose
of providing NYCS modeling information. It is a
publication by the NYCSHS Modeling Committee –
- all rights reserved. It may be reproduced for
personal use only. It is not for sale.
We encourage articles and photos submitted for
publication. Materials submitted are considered to
be gratis and no reimbursement will be made to the
author(s) or the photographer(s) or his/her
representative(s). The Society reserves the right to
reject, for any reason, any material submitted.
We need articles for scales in addition to HO. We
have published articles in Z-, S-, N-, HO-, O-, 1/29-,
and 1/32-scales. We do need articles in all scales,
but want more non-HO articles.
Please contact the editor for submission information
and guidelines. We have a style guide to be used
for articles and will send it to any aspiring author.
Photos should be submitted at not less than 640 x
480 pixels and in JPG, TIFF or PDF format.
Statements and opinions made are those of the
authors and don’t necessarily represent those of the
Society.
We make every effort to ensure all information is
technically correct, but do not guarantee it for
accuracy. All articles and photos should be sent to:
NYCBigFour@verizon.net

We really want to hear what you think
concerning this issue and about your modeling
or collecting. We will help you tell your story.
Be sure to check out NYCSHS on Facebook!

Thanks, Noel

Editor, NYCentral Modeler

NYCSHS Publications & Info

NYCSHSFacebook

NYCSHS-Members

NYCSHS Central Headlight: R. L. Stoving stoving@ptd.net

NYCSHS Books: NYCSHS Book Collection

NYCSHS Website: www.nycshs.org

NYCentral Modeler: Noel Widdifield: NYCBigFour@verizon.net

NYC Drawings: Tom Gerbracht: trg6000@roadrunner.com

NYCentral Modeler

NYC Passenger Cars: Dave Mackay: mackdave@optimum.net
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Bruce Ryan – NYCS’s West Side Freight Line

Page 32

Bruce Ryan grew up in New York City and at a young age fell in love with
ocean liners, tugboats, and subways. He rode the New York Central’s
Wolverine between Grand Central Terminal and Battle Creek, Michigan to visit
grandparents, and at age six took a cross-country family train trip aboard the
New York Central, the California Zephyr, and the Super Chief. His rendition of
the West Side Freight Line is his fifth model railroad.
For most of his adult life, Bruce has lived in the Finger Lakes Region of Central
New York. Right out of college, he was a radio newscaster and news director. For the past 30
years, Bruce has worked in higher education and currently serves as a senior-level
administrator in external relations. His other hobbies include building model ocean liners,
genealogy, and listening to great music.

Mark Skyler – Building the NYCS Four-Track Main – Part 1

Page 42

Mark originally from Hartford, Connecticut, Mark lives with his wife and two
sons in Guilderland, NY now. He is a power electronics engineer at Espey
Mfg. He became interested in the New York Central when he moved to the
Albany, New York area. His interest in model trains started when his father
built an HO layout when he was 6 years old, some 56 years ago.

Ralph Schiring – Potential Lines West Brick & Stone Station

Page 51

Ralph Schiring’s first exposure to the NYC occurred on the East Cleveland
station’s platforms. His sister was heading east to college, but Ralph was
more interested in the Empire’s silver trucked E’s. Lionel trains, trips to
Collinwood’s 152nd street overpass, and a Trains subscription begat a lifelong rail interest. So what do parents do with a neurotic trainiac?
Take him to museums in Conneaut, OH and North East, PA of course. Even a child could see
similarities in both museums’ re-purposed station buildings. After taking a job with a large
Omaha based transportation firm, more of the same architecture came into view on Amtrak
#49, the Lake Shore. Hence, the transplanted Buckeye lamented an inability to purchase
station kits with the ‘Vanderbilt’ architecture of permanence. Walthers’ all brick “City
Station” comes close, but lacks the character of a stone foundation and brick courses
interlaced with stonework.
The lack of “Lines West” operating records and engineering information became apparent
while Director Schiring helped secure our archive from the weather. And, the detective work
necessary to secure the material for the large HO scale station kit proposed in Ralph’s article
evolved from a “never say never” attitude. We hope you will follow-up with the Collinwood
Shop’s “Expression of Interest” in this effort

NYCentral Modeler
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Tom Long - Modeling a Post-War Empire State Express J-3 in N-Scale

Page 56

Tom Long is an avid Boston and Albany fan and N-scale modeler, and has
been a member of the NYCSHS since 2004. Tom became a fan of the B&A after
moving to Framingham, MA in 1991. While there he attended Joseph P. Keefe
Technical High School, just across the street from Nevins Yard. Tom lived at
milepost 23 and would walk to and from school along the B&A.
Tom has a Bachelors of Science in Electrical Engineering from the University
of Texas at Austin and a Graduate Certificate in Systems Engineering from Johns Hopkins
University. He and his wife Karen currently live in Maryland where he works for the Navy as
a Systems Engineer.

Dan Howard – Modeling the Taconic Division – Operations – Part 2

Page 65

Retired from a career in civil engineering, Dan keeps busy by serving as
the Vice President of the West Shore Model Railroad Club; as a
Conductor with the Berkshire Scenic Railway Museum, which operates
on a former NYCS (Boston & Albany) line in northwestern
Massachusetts;
and
volunteering
as
a
Dispatcher/
Motorman/Conductor at the Seashore Trolley Museum in
Kennebunkport, Maine.
An avid rail enthusiast and photojournalist, Dan’s photographs and articles have appeared in
numerous rail-related print and electronically published media. This is his third NYCentral
Modeler article.

Bob Shaw – Refurbishing Vintage Vehicles & Trucks

Page 77

A native of Schenectady, NY, Bob’s interest the New York Central began
when he was a boy and continues to be expressed today in the O scale
trains he runs, and the layouts he builds. He enjoys “talking trains” with
friends, and visiting their layouts, as a member of TCA (Train Collectors
Association) and LOTS (Lionel Operating Train Society).

NYCentral Modeler
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Bob wrote seven previous layout articles about building his NYC Water Level Route layout.
In Part 8 of his O-Gauge Model Railroading column, he discusses stripping and repainting
“excessively used” die-cast TootsieToy® vehicles and trucks so they look as good as the first
day they were displayed at the local five-and-dime store during the 1940 - 50s. His easy
paint-stripping method works great on metal train castings, too.
Retired from careers as a corporate communications manager and special education teacher,
Bob and his wife Wanda live in southern Michigan. When not “training”, they enjoy visiting
their twin sons, “spoiling” their two grandchildren, traveling and getting together with
friends. In addition, Bob heads a LLC that provides marketing and communications to global
clients.

Hall of Heroes- Two of our new authors will receive our new
NYCSHS Magazine Writer T-Shirt for their first article in the
magazine.
Bruce Ryan, Mark Sklar, Tom Long and Ralph Schiring join our
Hall of Heroes.

NYCentral Modeler
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The NYCentral Modeler Continues to Need Articles
We are able to continue to publish this magazine because a few of you have been willing to
send us photos and articles about NYCS modeling. We know from our surveys that we have
almost 1,000 NYCS modelers out there in the membership. I know many of you think you
don’t have the ability to write an article, but we all do. We can provide you with tools to help
write an interesting and informative article for us. We really want to know more about your
collecting, modeling, or your layout. It only takes a couple of hours, and a camera or cell
phone to create a short article. All it takes is a phone call or email to us to get you started.
Help us help you to tell our members about your hobby. We are interested in all scales and
all of the different ways we share this hobby. Our readers want to hear about your modeling.
Please send us an email or give us a call, so we can help you get started.
NYCSHS@verizon.net or 703-407-3059
Thanks, Noel

Editor, NYCentral Modeler

West Shore Railroad Compay
NYCentral Modeler
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NYCentral Modeler – “Mystery Photo”
Tell us what you think this piece of equipment might be and where it was found. Send your answers
to NYCSHS@verizon.ne

Director Tom Gerbracht is working on his latest book, Know Thy Niagaras

Arnold Haas NYC Photo, NYCSHS Collection

Tom is working about as hard as these young women are pulling
the Niagara in this publicity shot.
NYCentral Modeler
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N-Scale Locomotives
American Z Line

This 50’ standard boxcar with 8’ double sliding
doors, no roofwalk and short ladders is green with
white lettering and runs on Barber Roller Bearing
trucks. This 4924 cubic foot capacity NYC boxcar
belonged to series 87440-87454. With its double
doors, it was designed to carry automotive parts
and other bulky products.
MSRP $25.90 Expected Delivery Now

NYC Budd Rail Diesel Car (RDC)
The Budd Rail Diesel Car, RDC or Buddliner is a
self-propelled diesel multiple unit railcar. In the
period 1949–1962, 398 RDCs were built by the
Budd Company of Philadelphia, PA. The cars were
primarily adopted for passenger service in rural
areas with low traffic density or in short-haul
commuter service, and were less expensive to
operate in this context than a traditional diesel
locomotive-drawn train with coaches. The cars
could be used singly or several coupled together in
train sets and controlled from the cab of the front
unit. The RDC was one of the few DMU (diesel
multiple unit) trains to achieve commercial success
in North America.
Comes in three road numbers.
MSRP $189.00 Expected Delivery Now
http://www.americanzline.com/locomotives/budd
-rdc/

N-Scale Rolling Stock
Micro Trains

https://www.microtrains.com/index.php?_route_=n-scale/newreleases/new-york-central-rd-87590-rel-11-1718200020

Bluford Shops

NYC Steel Bay Caboose
Features:









Half-bay window edition
Ladders and running boards included
Magnetically operating couplers
Fox Valley metal wheels
Wire grab irons
Window glass
Weighted
Two road numbers

MSRP $39.95 Expected Delivery 2018
http://bluford-shops.com/bluford_93_015.htm
Available in the Collinwood Shop at 20% off MSRP for
NYCSHS members.

NYC 50’ Standard Boxcar

NYCentral Modeler
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HO-Scale Locomotives










Walthers









NYC E-8A (Cigar Band)
The E8 was a 2,250-horsepower (1,678 kW), A1AA1A passenger-train locomotive built by General
Motors' Electro-Motive Division (EMD) of La
Grange, Illinois. A total of 450 cab versions, or
E8As, were built from August 1949 to January 1954,
447 for the U.S. and 3 for Canada. Forty-six E8Bs
were built from December 1949 to January 1954, all
for the U.S. The 2,250 hp came from two 12cylinder model 567B engines, each driving a
generator to power the two traction motors on one
truck. The E8 was the ninth model in the line of
passenger diesels of similar design known as EMD
E-units.
In profile, the front of the nose of E7, E8, and E9
units is less slanted than earlier EMD units, and
E7/8/9s (and their four axle cousins, the F-unit
series) have been nicknamed “bulldog nose” units.
Earlier E-unit locomotives were nicknamed “slant
nose” units. After passenger trains were canceled
on the Erie Lackawanna in 1970, the E8s were regeared for freight and were very reliable for the EL.
These units were on freight trains until the early
years of Consolidated Railroad Corporation
("Conrail").

Helical gears with 12:1 ratio
LED Constant brightness headlights
Heavy diecast metal underframe
ProtoMAX(TM) metal couplers
Dual lens headlight
Round spark arrestors
Sinclair radio antenna
Brass Leslie S-2M Dual air horn & S25
Single air horn
Farr air grilles
Wire grabs & etched metal platform on
nose
Single steam generator
Flush number boards
Deskirted fuel tank
Freight type pilot
Winterization hatches

MSRP $599.98 A/A Set DCC & Sound
MSRP $329.98 A Unit DCC & Sound
MSRP $399.98 A/A Set DC
Expected Delivery February 2018
Available in the Collinwood Shop at 20% off MSRP for
NYCSHS members.
https://www.walthers.com/emd-e8a-a-set-loksoundselect-dcc-sound-new-york-central-1-2

HO-Scale Rolling Stock
Bowser

NYC 40’ Boxcar (Cigar Band)
Features:



Three road numbers
Metal wheels

The NYC had 62 of the E8As, numbered 4036-4095
& 4003 -4020.

MSRP $25.95 Expected Delivery TBA

Features:

http://www.bowsertrains.com/history/40foot.html




LokSound Select
5 Pole, skew-wound, high torque, high
efficiency can motor

NYCentral Modeler
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Features:

Intermountain







Sharp Painting and Lettering
Metal Wheelsets
Kadee® Couplers.
MSRP $49.98 – 3-car set – Singles $16.98
Expected Delivery Now
Available in the Collinwood Shop at 20% off MSRP
for NYCSHS members.

http://accurail.com/accurail/2800.htm

NYC and MCRR USRA Composite Drop Bottom
Gondolas
Cars had wood sides replaced with steel between
1925 and 1926. Some cars had wood floor replaced
with steel floor and converted to flat bottom
gondolas starting in 1941. Some cars were rebuilt
as all steel flat bottom cars starting in 1937.
Features:




Sharp Painting and Lettering
Metal Wheelsets
Kadee® Couplers.

MSRP $31.95 Expected Delivery Now
Available in the Collinwood Shop at 20% off MSRP for
NYCSHS members.

MCRR 40’ Single Sheath Wood Outside Braced
Boxcar
These come with plastic modeled metal ends &
fishbelly underframes.
MSRP $17.98 Expected Release 2018
Available in the Collinwood Shop at 20% off MSRP for
NYCSHS members.
http://accurail.com/accurail/4300.htm

Athearn

http://www.intermountainrailway.com/ho/hogondolas.htm

Accurail

Early NYC Piggyback Trailers
New production of these fully assembled trailers
will come in two-packs. The will feature new
paint schemes, detailed tires and painted rims.
MSRP $26.98 Expected Delivery September 2018

CCC&StL Panel-Side Twin Hopper

NYCentral Modeler
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S-Scale Locomotives
River Raisin Models

B&A Berkshire
Boo Rim Precision in Seoul, Korea is creating these
unique locomotives. Models will feature 63”
drivers, Maxon Swiss motors, a DCC wiring
harness, and beautiful factory finishing. Nine
different versions are planned featuring unique
tenders and details including the Coffin and Elesco
feedwater heaters as on the prototype. A limited
number of these are still available for pre-order.

locomotive that had its boiler divided into three
sections of different pressure. This was another
failed experiment in high-pressure steam
locomotives.
By the 1940s loads being hauled on the New York
Central main line from New York to Chicago were
as much as the famous J-class NYC Hudson 4-6-4's
could handle. The Chief of Motive Power for the
railroad, Paul W. Kiefer, decided to order some 4-84’s, which could sustain 6,000 horsepower
(4,500 kW) on the run between the two cities, day
after day without respite.

O-Scale Locomotives

The American Locomotive Company (ALCO)
proposed these locomotives, and although the
design owes something to the Union Pacific 4-8-4's,
of which Union Pacific 844 is the best known, the
design was actually quite new. Some steam experts
have claimed the Niagara to be the ultimate
locomotive, as it had the speed of an FEF (the
Union Pacific's nickname for their 'four eight fours'
was FEF) and the power of Northerns with smaller
driver wheels.

Lionel

Features:

MSRP $TBA Expected Delivery TBA
http://riverraisinmodels.com/

NYC Niagara (Vision Model)
The New York Central Railroad's Niagara was a
steam locomotive named after the Niagara River
and Falls. It had a wheel arrangement of 4-8-4 in
the Whyte notation and is considered as one of the
most efficient 4-8-4 designs ever built.
The first New York Central Railroad Northern (or
4-8-4) was ordered in 1931: #800, an experimental

NYCentral Modeler
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MRSP $799.95 Expected Delivery Late 2018
Available in the Collinwood Shop at 15% off MSRP
for NYCSHS members.
https://mthtrains.com/prod-search/NYC%20P2

These models are for pre-order and are made-to
order. They are very high-end models and the price
has not been announced.

O-Scale Rolling Stock
Atlas O

Available in the Collinwood Shop and require a nonrefundable $450.00 deposit.
MSRP TBA Expected Delivery TBA
http://www.lionel.com/brands/visionline

MTH

NYC Express Boxcar (Rebuilt Troop Sleeper
Features:






Die Cast Floor With Underframe Details
Detailed Die-Cast Allied Full Cushion Trucks
Flush-Fitting Window Glazing
Rubber Diaphragms
Minimum Radius: 0-45 (3-Rail), 36” Radius (2Rail)

MRSP $74.95 – 3-rail, $79.95 - 2-rail Expected
Delivery TBA
Available in the Collinwood Shop at 20% off MSRP
for NYCSHS members.
NYC P2 Electrics NYC, CUT, Lightning Stripes
and Cigar Band

NYCentral Modeler

http://www.atlaso.com/otroopcar1.htm?utm_sourc
e=Atlas+Insiders+ENews+Flash&utm_campaign=fbbeebe238EMAIL_CAMPAIGN_2017_09_06&utm_medium
=email&utm_term=0_9f9fd5b26c-fbbeebe23891582549
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MTH

NYC 70’ Madison Passenger Cars
The following cars are offered:






Baggage
2 Coaches
Observation
Combine
Diner

“Detroit’s Fort St. Roundhouse Area in the ‘40s”
pp. 42 - 43
Photo of the roundhouse area with the 18-story
office tower atop the Michigan Central Terminal in
the background.
“The Best of Everything” By Chris Burger pp. 7677
A boyhood story by a NYCS manager about how
exposure to trains in the New York area lead to a
long career with the NYC.
Classic Trains Winter 2017

MSRP $$379.95 – 4-car set - $199.95 – 2-car sets
Expected Delivery July 2018
The NYC did not have any of these 70’ cars.

Magazines

Class Trains, Fall 2017

“The Train From Outer Space” By Kevin P. Keefe
pp. 12 - 13
The author tells about his first encounter with the
EMD Autotrain. One of them ran for a brief time
on the Detroit to Cleveland NYC route.
”Fast Mail” pp. 8 – 11 “Rexall, go north”, “The
Super C Test on the NYC”, & “Four of Two
Kinds”

“By Train to the Railroad Fair” By Richard J.
Anderson pp. 46 – 53

All of these letters contain information about the
NYC.

The author at age 14 took in the wonderful display
of railroading in 1948. One of the photos is of the
NYC 4-8-4 Niagara, but the story tells of the
excitement of being at the wonderful show.

“When the Hump Yard Looked Like the Future”
by Kevin P. Keefe

“Just Write Daddy” By Geoffrey H. Doughty PP.
80 -81

Story about a field trip to the NYC’s Avon Yard in
February 1959.

A tale about how the author obtained and
preserved some NYC memorabilia at a very
reasonable price.

“Chicago in the 1930s” Photos by William Ranke
pp. 31 – 33
Some very nice photos of NYC locomotives and
rolling stock.

NYCentral Modeler
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Classic Trains – Great Trains Freight

Photo of William Novak’s S-gauge layout with an
American Flyer NYC 4-6-4 Hudson passing
through the crossing gates.
“Photo Album” p. 12
Photo of William Marxen’s O-gauge layout with a
NYC Alco RS-11 and EMD GP-7 pulling a freight
on his early autumn themed railroad.
Classic Toy Trains December 2017

“Freights in Photos” PP. 62 – 65
A great publication but only two NYC photos. One
of a pair of new U-25Bs out of Collinwood, OH,
and one lone NYC boxcar on the MCRR on the
Wabash’s open-deck car ferry in 1950.
Classic Toy Trains October 2017

“Product News” pp. 18 – 19
Photo of a Williams brass O-scale NYC Hudson.
“30 Years of Memorable Photos” By Roger Carp
p. 54
Photo by Dennis Brennan of a NYC GP-9 pulling a
short freight crossing a bridge.
“Photo Album” pp. 10

Classic Toy Trains January 2018

Great photo of Robert Banks’ O-Gauge NYC F3
(Lionel #2344) units stopping to drop off passengers
at the station.
Classic Toy Trains November 2017

“Childhood Dream in 3 Rails” By Roger Carp PP.
56 – 61

“Photo Album” p 10

NYCentral Modeler

Coverage of Lawrence Goodridge’s 3-Rail O-Gauge
layout. The lead photo is of the NYC M-497 jetpowered railcar from Lionel. (Lionel # 38401 “Black
Beetle”) There are also some other photos of NYC
locos and rolling stock included in the article.

1st Quarter 2018
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HO Collector 4th Quarter 2017

Model Railroad News November 2017

“New York Central’s Hudsons” by David Otte PP.
22 - 30

“Boston & Albany Boxcar Kit From NYCSHS” p.
24

The author reviews the Hudsons produced by
AHM in the past and includes some wonderful
photos of these NYC models. This relatively new
quarterly magazine from White River Productions
is interesting for those of us older models who
remember the past model productions.

This is an excellent review of the latest NYCSHS
unique model offering of the B&A woodside
boxcar kit from Accurail. This was our 2017
NYCSHS Convention car.
The S Scale Resource December 2017- January 2018

Model Railroad News October 2017

“ New York Central Class K-3q Pacific” By Dick
Karnes pp. 26 – 36

“New York Central Structure from NYCSHS” p.
82
“Boston & Albany Photo Collection DVD” p. 88

Dick provides a tale of how he scratchbuilt a K-3q
in S-scale over a period of many years. Interesting
reading since there isn’t much NYCS in S-scale
today.
NMRA Magazine October 2017

MRN does very positive reviews of our NYC
Battery House and the B&A DVD.
“From the Archive” – Trix’s 21st Century North
American HO” By Tony Cook
Tony provides an excellent look at the models
Trix’s products over the years and includes a photo
of a NYC Pacemaker Boxcar in the article.
“Mail Car” p. 8
Letter by NYCSHS member, Victor Hand “New
York Central Crossing Shanty”

NYCentral Modeler
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Victor comments on the Harold Russell drawings
in a previous magazine and points out that an
article in the NYCentral Modeler covered the
construction of the kit by Mullet River Model
Works. The articles were written by Manuel
Duran-Duran and Larry Faulkner, both NYCSHS
members and frequent contributors to our
magazine.

Walthers

Railroad Model Craftsman September 2017
https://www.walthers.com/walthers-2018reference-book

“Structures From NYCSHS p.77
A review of the NYCSHS produced NYC battery
house and NYC Coal Boxes.
Trains
No Cover Photo
“13 Biggest Blunders in Railroading” By Dan
Machalaba PP. Supplement
“Flubs, Foul-ups, and Faux pas That Shaped the
Industry”
Excellent summary of the Dysfunctional Penn
Central.

2018 Catalogs
MTH

The NYCSHS Archives Needs
Your Help
If you live in the Cleveland area, the archive
committee needs some help as we continue to
move the archive material from several hundred
boxes into permanent lateral filing cabinets and
permanent shelving. This is not heavy work, but
we can use the help.
If you are willing to spend a few
days/evenings/weekends helping us organize
some of this material, please contact us.
We also have needs for long-term help as we
continue our digitization of all of our archive
material. This is a great opportunity to get more
involved with our dedicated organization. You
will be joining our great NYCSHS archive team,
and help us accomplish some important work for
the Society. We continue to develop products from
our archives and we can use your help there too.
In addition we currently need someone with skills
in Photoshop, Adobe products and other graphic
applications to help from home with ads and
publications.

https://mthtrains.com/sites/default/files/catalog
_files/2018_v_1/index.html

NYCentral Modeler

If you are willing to volunteer for either short-term
or
long-term
help, send
an
email to
NYCSHS@verizon.net or call Noel at 703-407-3059
and we will explain all of the details of what is
involved.
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Hi Noel,
Hope you are doing well. We brought in a
number of NYC 1937 AAR boxcars in O
scale brass and they did very well in sales,
so they were appreciated.
The current project is finished and almost
ready to be shipped from the builder in
Korea: a 52’-6” Greenville gondola. I did
both the NYC 712000 and P&LE 800012999 versions, plus 9 other roads. All
different.

Regards,
Norm Buckhart, Protocraft
With the help from Rich Stoving and Dave
Mackay, we sent a series of drawings and
photos to Norm.
Noel & Dave,

I am now doing another two projects. One
for 50’ autocars and 50 and 70-ton AAR
flatcars. It seems that this car was the only
end door autocar the NYC had.

You sent me a number of NYC boxcar
specs and drawings some time ago and
these proved very helpful.
I am now looking for the same thing for
the following: NYC/IHB Lot 712-F, 721-F,
and 793-F. these would be invaluable in
defining
these
series
of
flatcars.

NYCentral Modeler

These are fantastic!
Thank you so
much. The builder, Boo Rim, has done
four previous projects for me and they are
really the best and follow the drawings
explicitly. The cars will have working
draft
gear
and
scale
working
couplers. The 50 and 70-ton trucks run on
ball bearings and have working journal
lids. Flat cars, it turns out, are even more
complicated than the 52’-6” Greenville
gondolas that I am doing (they’re done
and being shipped quite soon and include
the NYC, P&LE versions)
The now completed builder’s project
folder - and waiting to accompany the flat
car project at the same time for an October
build-slot - are 50’ auto/furniture cars. I
spoke with Jeff English looking for an
NYC 50’ autocar with end doors
previously. It appears that the NYC never
had any. Hard to believe but I couldn’t
find any. Jeff suggested the 92000-92099
series with a single side door but with
working end doors and sent me the DSI
drawings. So that will be the NYC car for
the end-door autocar project. For an
1st Quarter 2018
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automobile car - no end doors - I chose the
62000 and 64000 series. It’s a difficult roof
but they’re the same and I think we can do
them well.

An answer to a question from our
NYCSHS SurveyMonkeyTM survey we
sent out in Oct.
Robert Hoffman,
You said in your comments to the Survey
we just sent out that you had sent me an
email suggesting a wanted section for
items members are searching for and I
didn’t respond. I don’t remember getting
such an email from you. Did you send it
to NYCBigFour@verizon.net?

We - that’s us O-gaugers - have really
never had a decent model of a 50’ autocar,
so I have gone overboard and with these
so everyone can replace all those rather
generic autocars by PSC of 25 years ago,
with some really interesting and accurate
models. Now I just have to do the decal
sets…
Thanks again for all your help,
Norm Buckhart, Protocraft
http://www.protocraft.com/

Regardless, I appreciate your suggestion
and will consider it, but there are several
things that make it difficult for us to do
that. I will talk it over with the staff and
see if we think we could do something like
that and also evaluate if we want to get
into editing such an area in the NYCentral
Modeler.
We are very sorry to hear that you don’t
plan to renew your membership for next
year. We would appreciate knowing your
reasons for not renewing as that would
help us improve the things we can that
might also be troubling to other members.
Thanks, Noel
Noel,

This is a reminder to all of you who keep
telling us we should support the model
manufacturers. We do that regularly, but can
only help them when they tell us what they are
doing before the complete the model. Doesn’t
happen all the time.

NYCentral Modeler

Thank you for your kind response, Noel! I
greatly appreciate that! Actually, I do plan
to renew. I must have inadvertently
answered that question incorrectly!
And I do appreciate the comments on the
want list. I have been searching for a long
time for the Challenger HO E7 diesel with
the early reversed paint scheme.
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In any event, thank you for reaching out to
me.
Warm regards,
Bob
Hi guys,
I've just become aware of the new
Bachmann bay window caboose that will
be released soon. I'm wondering if you
had any input into colour, design,
printing, etc.
Knowing Bachmann's
operations, I somehow think that our
involvement might have been limited.
The real question, is it even close to the
20000 series NYC caboose, or is it possible
for us to modify it to make it a passable
NYC model??? The one advertising photo
that I saw was too small to make any
judgments about its quality, accuracy or
details.
There is no hurry for a response, as the
price is atrocious ($59US), which squares
with Bachmann marketing methodology
of setting a high suggested price and
allowing the distributor and/or hobby
dealer to offer deep discounts and make us
all feel that we're getting one heck of a
deal. I bought a few of their "improved"
HW coaches (not NYC) for $60, which was
$30 off the MSRP. I see that they are now
at $110!!!
Thanks for any info
John Mitchell
Modeling the NYC in SW Ontario and
Detroit

NYCentral Modeler

Hi John,
Your email was forwarded to me, as I am
the Chair of the NYCSHS Modeling
Committee, and deal with manufacturers
requests for information.
We haven't had any inquiries from
Bachmann on any of the NYC models that
they have produced. We are in
communication with them about a steam
locomotive, but it is very early yet in that
process. The caboose was a surprise to us.
Here's what I see.
The caboose side windows are not located
correctly, and the bay window appears to
be too high. I cannot comment on the ends,
as I can't see them in the photo, but it
doesn't look to have the windows it
should. It also seems too short, as the
prototype was a bit over 40' long. With
these shortcomings, we decided not to
offer it in the Collinwood Shop, as we only
endorse accurate models. We still offer the
WrightTrak resin model, which in very
accurate, and looks great if done with care.
Best regards,
Dave Mackay
NYCSHS
Dear NYCSHS,
What happened to? The Pre-order of True
Line Trains Caboose 301228?
Wyett Playford
Dear Wyett,
As we have posted on the NYCSHS
website and in the last couple of
NYCentral Modeler editions:
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NYCS 19000
Cabooses (HO)
TrueLineTrains
Latest on the NYC 19000 Caboose
We have terminated our agreement with
TrueLine Trains as they have become nonresponsive to our attempts to contact
them. They appear to have gone out of
business and their website is no longer
active.
We
are
working
with
another
manufacturer to build the 19000 NYCS
cabooses. Updates will be provided when
we have more information.
And we really, really, really appreciate your
patience while we continue to work through it.
Thanks, Noel
Noel,
Saw this MTH offering on eBay. Question
is did the Big Four use a paint scheme like
this? Seems to me I read about or saw a
photo of an oddball Big Four scheme like
this, but don't know where.

and dolled a few cars up for the
occasion. Reference page 12 of Wayner's
book "New York Central Cars." The train
is shown, including a diner that still
retained truss rods. According to this
book, the train was inaugurated on April
28, 1929 between Detroit and Cincinnati,
but lasted for only nine months. I have
heard that the train was painted in brown
and cream colors, but because its longevity
was so short, not sure there was ever any
color historical record of it. Therefore we
are not sure where the color references
came from for the model. Except for the
diner, the rest of the cars in the photo
appear to be just the standard system
designed combines, coaches and converted
coach-to-obs.
Those
coach-to-obs
conversions also appear on trains of that
era like "Day Coach Deluxe" and the
Detroit to Niagara Falls train whose name
escapes me.
The only thing you can definitely say is
wrong with the decoration scheme for the
MTH cars is the lack of C. C. C. & St. L.
initials at the ends of the cars on the letter
board."
Thanks, Noel
Noel

MTH-RailKing (CCC&StL) 2-car combine/
diner 30-69204 New in Box.

Thanks much! Definitely more info than I
had ever seen before.

Jim Kehn

I have a very limited knowledge of NYC
trains, except of course, I have heard about
the OHIO STATE LIMITED!

Jim,
This is what I got back from our passenger
car expert. Hope it helps.
"The B4 (and maybe MC) initiated a train
called the "Motor Queen" at some point

NYCentral Modeler

Always looking for any info on the
Xplorer. Have the TLC book on those
trains, and have seen many photos.
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Would love to see some good plans and I
have never known of a model of it.
Jim
Jim,
We have no plans for the Xplorer as it was
not NYCS built. We also have several
photos of the train, but you have plenty of
those.
Thanks, Noel
NYCSHS,
I'm in need of two sets of NYC decals, for a
Weaver RS-3 and an Atlas SW-9. I would
like the gray background Lightning stripes
for my black painted locos. Thanks for
any help!

be required.
Good luck and send us some photos when
you're done.
Best regards,
Dave Mackay
NYCSHS Modeling Committee Chair
Hi Noel,
Do you happen to know the color
combination for NYC caboose marker
lamps? On the Michigan Central it was
green, green, green, red (to rear) (see
attachment).
A friend says NYC
System was yellow, yellow, yellow, red (to
rear). The PRR had theirs that way, but
I'm not so sure about the NYC. He's
usually right, but I do wonder about it.

Thanks, Michael Walker

Thanks,
Doug Leffler

Mike,

Doug,

I wish it were as easy as that. I've done a
little research to help solve the problem.
Here is my suggestion:
SW-9. The smaller (5") "New York Central"
and the numbers on the Microscale 48-709
set are correct for this engine. No one
makes the correct pilot strips (2" stripe
with 3" space). I'd go with the Microscale
PS-1-1-16, which would be a 3" stripe in O
Scale
RS-3. The same sets as above would get
you the lettering and the stripes. The only
thing available for the lightning stripes
would be the Microscale GP-7 set, 48-181.
You would have to check the fit, as some
trimming and adjusting would probably

NYCentral Modeler

First for definition of terms. According to
the NYC rulebook, a "train" is (a) one
engine or motor car- that's a gas electric or
RDC, or (b) more than one engine or
motorcar if coupled, (c) it may or may not
have cars to be a train. But, all trains must
display markers. A "section" is one or two
or more trains running on the same
schedule displaying signals, that is, flags
and markers.
An "Extra Train" is one not authorized by a
timetable schedule. Any non-scheduled
train is designated as an "Extra." Examples
of extras would be football specials, circus
or troop trains. There is an exception for
work or maintenance of way trains. On the
NYC they must be specifically called a
"Work Extra."
1st Quarter 2018
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On the NYC System markers were lamps
or lanterns with three yellow lenses and
one red. They had two functions (a)
providing rear-end protection, and (b)
indicating the class of train or its status.
Markers and flags are what the rulebook
calls "Train Signals." Yard engines never
displayed markers.

a train pushing cars on a single track, or (c)
operating with the current of traffic where
there are two or more tracks.

Contrary to the illustrations in those
Lionel catalogs of yore, the New York
Central did not use green and red marker
lights on their locomotives. For that
matter, red and green lenses were never
displayed in the same marker on the NYC.
On switch stand lanterns, yes, but not on
markers. Unlike some railroads, the NYC
did not use the term "classification lights"
for markers atop the locomotive smoke
box indicating the type of train.

2. Lights showing yellow towards the
front of the train to the side and to the
rear: (a) when the train is on a siding to be
passed by another train or, (b) on any track
when running against the current of traffic
where there are three or more tracks to be
augmented with a red light on the rear
platform.

Trains were required to have marker
lamps in place both day and night, but lit
only at night. Lamps were to be used from
sunset to sunrise and when daytime
conditions prevented flags being readily
seen.
Train Signal indications displayed by
lights were:
1. Four lens marker lamps showing
yellow to the front and sides and red to
the rear were used in these situations:
2. Engines: (a) on the pilot beam of an
engine which is running backwards by
night without cars, or (b) when the
engine is at the rear of a train with its
tender first pushing cars on a single
track, or (c) same as (b) when operating
with the current of traffic where there
are two or more tracks.
Tenders:
(a) the engine is running forward at night
Without cars, or (b) an engine at the rear of

NYCentral Modeler

Last Car:
1. On the rear car while running on single
track, or (b) operating with the current of
traffic where there are two or more tracks.

3. Lights showing yellow to front and side
and yellow to rear on the side next to the
main track on which the current of traffic
is in the direction the train is running. The
opposite side will show red to the rear.
4. Green flags mounted atop the smokebox
indicate following sections. The rulebook
states, "All sections except the last will
display two green flags and, in addition,
two green lights by night ... on the front of
the engine." The same is true for an engine
running (a) backwards by day without
cars, or (b) at the rear of the train pushing
cars by day - by night an engine pushing
cars must also have red and yellow
markers, in addition to green flags and
markers, on its pilot beam as described in
l.b above. On portions of the road
specified in the timetable, green flags
could be omitted when operating on two
or more tracks.
5. Extra trains are indicated by (a) two
white flags atop the smokebox by day, or
(b) two white flags and two white markers
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atop the smokebox by night, or (c) when
running backwards by night without cars
or at the rear of the train the engine would
have two flags and two white markers
atop the smoke box as well as red and
yellow marker lamps on the pilot beam.
Like green flags and lights, white ones
could be omitted on portions of the
railroad indicated in the timetable.
6. The rulebook further states engines (a)
running backwards at night must have a
white light – sometimes known as a
backup light- displayed to the rear or (b)
when running forward at night they must
have a headlight. The NYC four lens
marker lamp for indicating the rear engine
running backwards - had three yellow
lenses and one red. The lamp would be
rotated to put the red in the proper
direction per the rules described above.
Trains or cars not equipped to display
markers were required to show a red flag
by day and a red light by night on the rear
of the train.
A long answer but I think it provides all
you are looking for.
Thanks, Noel
Many thanks, Noel.
That explains it all!!
Doug

Responses to our Mystery Photo in the
last edition.
Noel,
I believe the photo is the inside of a
dynamometer car that is used to test the
pulling
capacity,
tractive
effort,
horsepower, etc. of locomotives. The
gentleman with the pen in his hand looks
something like Harold Crouch (deceased),
long time NYC railroader and member of
the NYCSHS. Harold worked on Niagara
6023 and built a live-steam model. He
often signed his letters, "HCC 6023."
Chris Harding, September 28, 9:12 am
Hi Noel from "down under".
I believe it's the dynamometer equipment
in X-8006 that was located under the
cupola.
Regards,
Robert Bogie
Melbourne, Australia
September 28, 7:29 pm
PS: Another great issue of the NYCentral
Modeler for the 4th Quarter. Where has the
year gone!

NYCentral Modeler
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Robert,

Noel,

Good to hear from you. Thanks for the
kind words on the Modeler. They all seem
to go faster as I age. Of course, that is
what my father used to say too.

Looks like one end of the interior of a
dynamometer car, showing the chart
operator's position, such as the one
illustrated in this ad:

Thanks, Noel
Hi Noel,
These men are at the recording desk inside
a dynamometer car recording, monitoring,
and annotating the performance of a
(likely steam) locomotive.
The dynamometer car would be
immediately behind the tender, with wire
cables
running
to
sensors
and
measurement units attached to the loco.
Recordings were made on the chart
recorders in front of the men, who would
also be monitoring the gauges visible as
well. You can see the gent in the chair
(upper left), who would be looking
forward out the cupola noting mile
markers, stations, towers, and junctions,
which would add to the logs of the
measurements.
You might be interested in my operating
and recording HO scale dynamometer car
too found here:
SMA24 – Working Scale Dynamometer
Car Recording: Drawbar Pull, Track
Voltage, Speed, Distance, & More:
http://modelrailroadhobbyist.com/node/26134

Have fun! :-) Best regards,
Geoff Bunza, September 28, 11:28 am

NYCentral Modeler

Joseph Levitzky, September 28, 6:15 pm
Noel,
The mystery photo is a dynamometer car,
giveaway the arch ceiling and clumsy
gauge package. The NYCS had two other
spooky cars: the dimension car with
collapsible feelers and rail testing car, and
the latter self-propelled.
I lived in a New York City ghetto in North
White Plains from birth till 1958. My
neighbors are Richard Byrd (466 lex) and
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his son Dick Byrd, (crewman on rail
tester). I also have a neighbor, Bob Scheid,
who was a crewman on dimension car.
Ken Ross, October 1, 9:46 am
Hi Noel,

The two engines in the first photo (9637
and 9643) are both EMD SW900's, built in
1956. The engine behind the 9643 in the
second photo (8767) is an EMD NW2 built
in 1946.

Hope you and the Society are well; it's a
shame that TLT seems to be unresponsive
to queries regarding the caboose project,
but I'm looking forward to the release of
the Tower-series Pullmans. As for the
mystery photo, it looks like the interior of
a dynamometer car.
Phil Lee, October 4, 1:06 am
Noel,

Doug Leffler

Dynamometer car crew at work

Noel,

Wyett Playford, October 1, 11:52

Could you please send me my member
number?

Hi Noel,

Thanks, Doug

These engines are in the Jackson, Michigan
roundhouse (NYC's Michigan Division)
for
routine
maintenance.
The
roundhouse at the time that I took the
photos (September 1963) was a shadow of
its former self, as there was a fire in 1953,
which wiped out all but about a half dozen
stalls.

After sending him his number I got this back.
Noel,
It turns out that my member number was
a NYC GP9 number!
Here's the data: NYC GP9's - Class DRS-9d
- Built March 1956: 5981-5998 - Reclassified
Class ERS-17 - Renumbered in 1966: 73817398.
That GP9 made it into PC and even
Conrail!
I won't forget that number again!
Doug

NYCentral Modeler
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New York Central System Historical Society, Inc.
2018 Convention & Meeting
Cleveland, Ohio - May 4 – May 6, 2018
Holiday Inn Cleveland South
6001 Rockside Road
Independence, OH 44131

Schedule
Friday, May 4, 2018
• Registration
• Clinic Presentations
• Self-Guided Activities
• Collinwood Shop open
Saturday, May 5, 2018
• Excursion tour of Bucyrus, Marion,
(Lunch) and Galion
• Convention Banquet at Holiday Inn South
• Guest Speaker, Kevin Keefe
• General Members Meeting
• Collinwood Shop open following Meeting
Sunday, May 6, 2018
• Clinic Presentations
• Collinwood Shop Open
• Tours of NYCSHS Headquarters
• Layout tours

NYCSHS Website: www.NYCSHS.org to download
registration forms.
Register in our store: www.NYCSHS.net
Disclaimer: The schedule & list of speakers and layouts
is the best that the committee understands as of
December 20, 2017, and may change due to factors
beyond its control.

Historic Sites
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Grafton Tower
Cleveland Terminal Tower
NYCSHS Archives
Cuyahoga Valley Scenic Railroad
Shaker Rapid Transit
Midwest Railway Preservation Soc.
Cleveland & Akron Canton Attractions
Cleveland Museum of Art
Western Reserve Historical Soc.
Great Lakes Science Center
Rock and Roll Hall of Fame
Pro Football Hall of Fame
MAPS Air Museum
Stan Hywet Hall & Gardens
National First Ladies Library

•

TBD

Hobby Stores & Layouts
Hotel Rooms

$99.00 – Single, Double, or King room, all plus 16.25%
tax. Cut-off date for reservations is Wednesday, April
3, 2018. Holiday Inn Cleveland South, 6001 Rockside
Road, Independence, OH 44131. Phone 216-524-8050.
https://www.ihg.com/holidayinn/hotels/us/en/indepe
ndence/clein/hoteldetail

Presenters
• Chip Syme - “The LEA&W RR / NYC’s Alliance
Division” • Craig Sanders - “Mattoon, IL & NYC’s Illinois
Division”
• Dr. Frank R. Scheer - “CCC&StL Railway Post
Offices”
• Rich Stoving - “Know Thy Pacifics”
• Seth Lakin - “NYC’s DES- 5/6 (SW-1) Proto &
HO-Scale Modeling
• Seth Lakin - “NYC’s 17700-17999 MC & CS
Cabooses Proto & HO-Scale Modeling”
• Jim Kehn - “Big Four Towers in Ohio “
• Dan Maners - “NYC Interlocking Towers”
• Dave Staplin - Two Talks TBA
• Chuck Beargie “ Ride the Franklin Branch in
the Roaring 20s”
• Doug Chapman - “Gateway to the Great
Lakes: The Ohio Central Lines”
• Doug Chapman - “Modeling a Fallen Flag
Railroad”
• Kyle Coble - “Introduction to 3D Printing”

Some of these presentations may
change and others will be added.
Openings are still available. If you
have a presentation you would like to
give, contact Shel Lustig at
lellaw@ex100.com or Noel Widdifield
at NYCBigFour@verizon.net

New York Central System Historical Society
2018 Convention & Meeting
Cleveland, OH - May 4 – May 6, 2018
Registration Form

Please Print
Name of Attendee_______________________________________________________________Member #_________

Name(s) of Additional Attendee(s)_________________________________________________________________
Address_______________________________________________________________________________________________
City______________________________________________State/Province_________Zip/Postal Code_________

Country_____________________________Telephone_____________________Email___________________________
Emergency Contact Name (Other than traveling companions)__________________________________

Emergency Contact Phone Number___________________________Relationship_______________________
Number of Attendees________________ Total Amount Paid $______________________

Banquet Choices: Number of each selection. (Must add up to the number of registrations.)
Beef___

Chicken____

Vegetarian_______

Please send payment & registration to: NYCSHS
Dave Nethery
P.O. Box 130
Gates Mills, OH 44040-0130
Please make checks payable to NYCSHS, Inc.

Registration Fee:

NYCSHS Members’ (Including family members) cost is $179.00 each for all activities
including the Saturday evening banquet. Non-members can register at $179.00 plus a fee
of $44.00. The extra fee covers membership in the Society for one year, including all rights
and benefits, along with one year of the Central Headlight.

Hotel Rooms have been made available at the: Holiday Inn, Cleveland South
6001 Rockside Road
Independence, OH 44131

https://www.ihg.com/holidayinn/hotels/us/en/independence/clein/hoteldetail

Please call the hotel directly at 1-216-524-8050. Rooms can be reserved at the rate of
$99.00 single, double, or king plus 16.25% tax. Cut off date for a reservation is Tuesday,
April 3, 2018. You are responsible for making your own reservations. They are not
included in this registration.
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The NYCSHS has been steadily
increasing its social media presence as a
way to provide contact opportunities
with society members and nonmembers alike.
Our first incursion into social media was
our Facebook page which currently has
over 6,000 followers/likes.
It has
provided an opportunity for NYC fans
to ask questions, share stories and
photos with visitors.
This month we are pleased to announce
the introduction of our Instagram
account, a place for sharing photos and
descriptions of everything we are doing.
Several members of our Modeling
Committee now have their own
Instagram accounts where followers can
stay updated on project progress.
It’s easy to follow us from your
computer, tablet or mobile phone. Just
open your Instagram account using
your email address and mobile phone
number for added security. Search by
page name and click follow.

NYCentral Modeler

Download the Instagram app to your
phone, set up your account and join the
fun.
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New York Central’s West Side Freight Line
Article by Bruce Ryan
My HO-scale West Side Freight Line is a
shelf-style switching layout set in New
York City and inspired both by the New
York Central’s West Side Freight Line and
New York City’s waterfront terminal
railroads.

RS-3 8350 works a cut of cars at the New York
Central freight house in 30th Street Yard.

It is probably my model railroading
destiny to build a layout like this. My first
layout, at the age of six, was a dogbone
loop of sectional track nailed to a 4’ X 6’
sheet of plywood. Typically, I plopped this
layout in the middle of my room in our
lower Manhattan apartment and built a
city around it. I used boxes for buildings,
my Kenner girder set for skyscrapers, a
printed mat and model planes for the
airport, and wood blocks for piers that
hosted my plastic ocean liner models.
Among my favorite models was a plastic
tugboat, which I placed next to a small
slab of plywood that represented a barge.
More or less, my little city reflected what I
saw every day from my bedroom window.
My city was crude and significantly out of
scale, but considering the key elements:
trains, harbor vessels, and urban scenery
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Photos by Bruce
based on New York City, I was pretty
happy with it.
All of these are central elements of my
West Side Freight Line. In the years
between these two layouts, I built four
others over four decades. Only the most
recent, a layout focused on the New York
Central’s passenger, mail, and express
operations at Albany Union Station,
reached a stage of completion. I learned
some valuable lessons from that previous
layout, all of which inspired me to keep
this one simple. The Albany-based layout
lasted 15 years. I tore it up in 2011 and
started work on my West Side Freight Line
in January 2012.
Why the New York Central? Two reasons.
First, as a young child in the 1960s, I rode
New York Central passenger trains on
numerous occasions, especially the
Wolverine between New York, Battle
Creek, and Chicago, and Bee-Liners
between New York and Pawling. More
significantly, though, my late father-in-law
worked in the Central’s interlocking
towers in and around Rochester, New
York,
from
1947
to
1960.

The Wolverine, with #4000 in the lead, at
Montrose, N.Y., October 1964. (Photo by
Robert K. LaPorte. NYCSHS Collection)
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We spent a couple decades together train
watching along the main line, poring over
photos from his era, and hunting down
old tower foundations and abandoned
tracks.
Though I grew up in New York City, my
interest in the West Side Freight Line came
later in life. The first spark came on a trip
to Baltimore and a trek by water taxi from
the Inner Harbor to Fell’s Point. I was
drawn immediately to the rail/marine
history of Fell’s Point, including the old
float bridge, warehouses, and tracks in the
streets. Train operations had faded into
history by the time of my visit, but
vestiges remained. Following the visit, I
launched an intensive and inspiring
period of research that led me to the West
Side Freight Line. I studied old photos of
Fell’s point and sketched track plans that
tried to shoehorn a waterfront railroad
into my Albany-based layout. Then I
reread Thomas Flagg’s two volumes on
New York’s harbor railroads, retrieved
from my files articles by Vincent Lee on
the Erie’s freight house at West 28th Street
in Manhattan, studied Nick Kalis’ layout
based on the Long Island Railroad in
Queens, discovered a terrific and
informative web site about New York’s
waterfront
terminal
railroads,
and
stumbled across articles I had saved about
the New York Central’s West Side Freight
Line. My creative vision fell into place a
piece at a time. Fell’s point inspired my
interest in a rail/marine layout. Flagg’s
books reacquainted me with rail marine
operations in New York City and Lee’s
articles focused me on the west side of
Manhattan.
The New York Central’s West Side Freight
Line was the only freight railroad with
NYCentral Modeler

direct rail access to Manhattan. Central
tracks crossed on to Manhattan Island via
the swing bridge at Spuyten Duyvil,
where the Harlem River meets the
Hudson. The line went south from there
along the west side of Manhattan, nearly
the full length of the island, with major
yards at 60th Street and 30th Street,
terminating at St. Johns Park freight
terminal on the lower west side.

A view of Bruce’s western half of 30th Street
Yard. The yard has five tracks, including a
freight house track, two team tracks, and two
tracks for arrival, departure, and sorting. Just
beyond Stanley Soap is the West Side
Highway and Pier 72.

RS-1 8102 leads a train south on the High
Line. That’s St. Johns Park freight terminal in
the background (upper left).
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New
York’s
massive
West
Side
Improvement Project, completed in 1934,
reconfigured most of the West Side Freight
Line and created the High Line, the
elevated portion of the line south of 30th
Street. As I studied everything I could find
about the West Side Freight Line, I knew
right away I wanted to focus on 30th Street
Yard and the High Line switching area to
the south.

operations on my layout: combine a
switching area like the High Line with a
traffic pattern like a waterfront terminal
railroad.
This concept required one key tradeoff as I
developed the track plan. Should I
somehow model a direct connection to 60th
Street yard and points north, the prototype
West Side Freight Line’s connection to the
rest of the Central and the outside world?
Or, should my railroad be self-contained,
like a waterfront terminal railroad, with
traffic fed only by car float? In the end, I
chose the latter and the car float serves the
model railroad purpose of visible staging.
Design

RS-3 8350 is working its way through 30th
Street Yard with a string of cars pulled from
the New York Central freight house.

But how would I incorporate tugboats,
barges, piers, and the Hudson River? As I
learned about the West Side Freight Line, I
also studied New York’s offline waterfront
terminal railroads, especially those on the
west side of Manhattan. With no direct rail
access, these operations relied on water
transport. Tugs and car floats shuttled
freight cars all around New York harbor,
including to and from major rail yards on
the New Jersey waterfront and the west
side of Manhattan. After the car floats
docked in Manhattan, switchers pulled
freight cars off the barges and delivered
them to local yards, freight houses, team
tracks, warehouses, and industries. This
was my answer for including rail/marine
NYCentral Modeler

I’ve always been drawn to shelf-style
layouts that focus on switching operations
in one particular area. It feels more
authentic to me than having a new town
sit fifteen feet up the line. In terms of
design and potential operation, a narrow
shelf layout also seemed like a good match
for an urban switching railroad near the
waterfront.

This scene of Midtown Manhattan fills a
corner of the layout between 30th Street Yard
and the High Line.
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Park. The last and shortest leg, a
freelanced addition to my track plan, is
West Street Yard is nine feet long and 18
inches deep.

With Midtown Manhattan in the background,
RS-1 8102 is about to cross 11th Avenue and
enter 30th Street yard on its return trip from
the south end of the line.

I thank Lance Mindheim for helping me
bring this blended concept to life. I do not
know Lance personally, but his terrific and
practical series of books on designing,
building, and operating shelf layouts
offered excellent guidance. I followed
Lance’s construction techniques exactly.
The benchwork is made from hollow core
doors arranged end-to-end and attached to
wall studs with brackets. Tracks are 50 to
51 inches above the floor and layout depth
ranges from 18 to 24 inches. This approach
to benchwork gives the layout a nice, clean
look and allows space underneath for
storage. Atop the hollow core doors I
glued pink extruded foam boards one or
two inches thick, depending on location. I
painted the foam a dark brown earth color
and glued tracks directly to the foam.
The layout is shaped like a squared-off C,
with a total of 66 linear feet. One leg is 21
feet long and two feet deep and focuses on
30th Street Yard from the Hudson River to
11th Avenue. The longest leg is 36 feet
long and 18 inches deep, and features the
High Line from 30th Street to St. Johns
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Half of 11th Avenue is blocked as RS-3 8241
spots a car loaded with furniture at the
loading dock for the Macy’s warehouse.

The team track in West Street Yard usually
sees tank cars and oil trucks, and today is no
exception.

Lance Mindheim’s influence is also found
in my track plan. Lance encourages
thoughtful restraint, a “less is more”
philosophy that inspired me to lean simple
whenever I had choices to make. My track
plan for 30th Street Yard is one example.
The prototype 30th Street Yard was a big
and busy place that covered several city
1st Quarter 2018
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blocks and included dozens of tracks that
served freight houses, team tracks, and
loading platforms. On the model version, I
allocated 20 linear feet (two feet deep) to
capture the yard operations at 30th Street.
It was tempting to squeeze in as many
tracks as I could but, leaning simple, I
settled on five tracks: a freight house track
with ten spots, two team tracks, and two
tracks for arrival, departure, and sorting.
The relatively simple track arrangement
allows the scene to breathe and creates
pavement space for trucks, an essential
part of the scene at 30th Street. I am
satisfied that I’ve visually captured a slice
of 30th Street Yard and the track
arrangement provides all of the operating
interest that I need.

and all tracks are glued to the foam base
with Alene’s white tacky glue and
ballasted.
Operations
The layout is divided into four switching
districts, including 30th Street Yard, the
High Line with food-related customers,
the meatpacking district and St. Johns
Park, and West Street Yard. The schedule
of trains that serve these switching
districts is built around the schedule of car
floats arriving at Pier 72:
7:00 AM - LCL loads bound for the freight
house in 30th Street Yard
8:00 AM - Refrigerator cars bound for the
team tracks at 30th Street Yard
9:00 AM - Cars for to the meatpacking
district and St. Johns Park
11:00 AM - Loads for Macy’s and various
team tracks and loading docks within 30th
Street Yard
1:00 PM - Cars directed to Nabisco and
food storage warehouses on the High Line
3:00 PM - Cars for West Street Yard

RS-3 8241 is switching refrigerator cars on the
team track in 30th Street Yard.

Besides keeping the track plan simple, I
really needed to simplify wiring. It’s not
my favorite thing to do, nor does it sit near
the top of my skill set. I wired the layout
for digital command control and use
CVP’s Easy DCC with two wireless
throttles. All turnouts are Peco Code 83
#6s and are hand thrown, a nod to keeping
things simple. All track is MicroEngineering Code 83 weathered flex track
NYCentral Modeler

5:00 PM - An empty float to collect loaded
LCL cars from the freight house in 30th
Street Yard
6:00 PM - Cars for local delivery anywhere
on the layout
8:00 PM - An empty float to pick up empty
refrigerator cars from the team tracks at
30th Street
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sessions listed above, in sequence, and just
pick up where I left off the last time. It
takes one to two hours to complete all the
necessary switching moves in each
session, and it would really take more than
12 hours to complete every session listed
above in sequence. Thus, one “day’s”
worth of operations is spread across all of
these operating sessions.

The Nabisco Plant, with its siding on the
elevated High Line, is about to receive its rail
delivery for today. The cars at the loading
dock will be pulled and returned to
Weehawken
via
30th
Street
Yard.

A loaded car float has just arrived at the Pier
72 float bridge from Weehawken. The local
switcher uses flat cars as a handle to reach
across the float bridge.

A northbound local is about to pass through
part of the Manhattan Refrigeration Company
building on the High Line.

There are three key points to make about
this operating concept. First, each
operating session begins with a loaded car
float at Pier 72. Second, the car float
connects my switching layout to the New
York Central’s yard across the Hudson
River in Weehawken, New Jersey. That is
my layout’s connection to the rest of the
New York Central and the national rail
network. Third, switching is done in real
time, with no fast clock. I operate the nine
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A cut of cars is pulled off the car float at Pier
72. The float has just arrived from
Weehawken. New York Central steam tug No.
13 led the trip across the Hudson River.
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The car float arrives at Pier 72 with,
typically, eight to twelve cars. Following
prototype practice to keep the car float
balanced, the local switcher unloads the
barge and pulls a cut of cars across 12th
Avenue, under the West Side Highway,
and into 30th Street Yard. The crew, using
a switch list, sorts the incoming cars for
local delivery.

RS-3 8350 continues its journey south and will
soon climb on to the elevated High Line. The
siding for the F.M. Schaefer Company is on the
left.

RS-3 8235 pulls a cut of cars off the car float,
across 12th Avenue, under the West Side
Highway, and toward the arrival track in 30th
Street Yard. The diesel is an Atlas model with
DCC and sound.

A local heading south passes Obermeier Oil, a
Mobil dealer on the west side.

The switching district within 30th Street
Yard includes Stanley Soap, team tracks, a
large freight house, a small freight house,
the Macy’s warehouse, and two open-air
freight platforms.
RS-3 8350 has just left 30th Street Yard and
navigates a sweeping curve to the south
toward the High Line. That’s the loading dock
for Kody and Smith Barrel Company on the
right.

NYCentral Modeler
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RS-3 8241 spots a boxcar at Stanley Soap on
12th Avenue.

The next switching district to the south
includes the R.C. Williams’ food storage
warehouse, Manhattan Refrigerating, and
Nabisco. Further south is the meatpacking
district and St. Johns Park freight terminal,
and finally West Street Yard, which
includes an auto loading ramp, a
warehouse, a produce distributor, a team
track, and Pier 17. Every car coming onto
the layout from Weehawken is destined
for a specific spot, be it a track, dock, or
door. The layout has nearly 100 specific
spots.

The
Tower’s Warehouses sign, though faded and
partially covered with graffiti, is still visible
on the real High Line, which is today an
elevated park.

NYCentral Modeler

RS-1 8102 is shuttling a caboose as it performs
switching chores on the High Line. Nabisco
and Manhattan Refrigeration form the
backdrop.

The advertising signs adorn the sidewall of a
parking garage adjacent to the High Line. The
A&P sign was from an old magazine, the bank
sign from homemade decals, and the biscuit
sign from a graphics CD.

Stephens Grocery Distributors has just
received a load of food products. The building
is a kitbashed Walther’s kit.
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The entire layout is switching territory.
There is no mainline, per se, but there are
two main tracks that run the length of the
layout, and all yard and industrial tracks
connect to those. Visually, though, it has
the look of a double-track elevated
mainline running through urban scenery,
same as the real High Line. The main
tracks include several crossovers and serve
as long, comfortable switching leads.
Keeping operations simple and efficient, I
operate by myself, though the layout is
designed for two crews working
simultaneously.

It’s often a tight squeeze on the cobblestone
street when Warehouse 1 gets some switching.

At the entrance to West Street Yard. Alvarez
storage is on the left edge of the photo.
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Atlantic Seafood leases space in the Pier 17
building.

The dock crew is moving a carload of fresh
fruit from train to truck in West Street Yard.

Rolling Stock
At any one time, about 100 freight cars are
somewhere on the layout, with another
130 sitting across the river in Weehawken,
represented by two shelves with storage
tracks. My freight car fleet is dominated by
boxcars and reefers, which is appropriate
given the customers served in lower
Manhattan. The fleet includes cars
manufactured by Intermountain, Red
Caboose, Walthers, Accurail, and even a
handful of Athearn models that date back
more than thirty years. All cars are
weathered with powders.
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New York Central caboose No. 17577 waits
patiently in 30th Street yard. It will soon be
coupled on to the train on the adjacent track,
destined for a trip south on the High Line.

RS-3 8235 and RS-1 8102 pose for a family
portrait in 30th Street Yard. No. 8102 just
tacked a caboose on to the end of the train
headed south, led by 8235.

Future

Two Santa Fe boxcars are being switched in
30th Street Yard. All rolling stock on the West
Side Freight Line is weathered with powders,
with occasional dry brushing.

My locomotive fleet is primarily Atlas
Alco’s with DCC and sound. These
include three RS-3s, two RS-1s, and an S-2.
Alco’s were common on the Central’s
West Side Freight Line in New York in the
late 1950s, the time period for my railroad.
I also have a Fairbanks-Morse H16-44 and
an Alco HH-660. All of these are excellent
in slow speed operations. I have two
wireless throttles, so I keep two diesels on
the layout and rotate which one I use.
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I started laying tracks on this layout in
January 2012 and the layout and scenery
are substantially “complete.” But, as we
know, these things are never done. I have
a list of projects two pages long and all of
the projects involve further detailing a
scene, smoothing operations, replacing
buildings, adding new ships and barges,
maintaining the car and locomotive fleet,
or somehow improving the layout.
It’s funny. I grew up in lower Manhattan
and have no childhood memories of the
West Side Freight Line. Instead of looking
inland at the railroad, my gaze was glued
to the river, fervently hoping to see an
ocean liner. I can’t explain why it took half
a lifetime to capture all of the elements on
a model railroad that I managed when I
was six, but I’m thankful I have. This
layout was fun to build, it’s a joy to
operate, and it provides great satisfaction
to capture a familiar, meaningful sense of
place.
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Building the NYCS Four-Track Main – Part One
Article by Mark Sklar
This is Part One on the construction of my
New York Central themed HO-scale
layout. As more of the layout is completed,
I hope to submit more articles. Part One
describes the construction of the four
tracks and track pans that were in the
Mohawk Division, which was between
Schenectady and Syracuse, NY. The
Mohawk Division followed the flat
farmlands along the Mohawk River. In
1950, the year I am modeling, this Division
had track pans in Schenectady, Yosts, and
Rome, NY.

Photos by Mark except as noted
When Walthers released the 20th Century
Limited a few years ago, I purchased the
whole set. Unfortunately I couldn’t run it
on the existing layout because of the small
radius turns, and it was very long with 11
to 15 cars. It just didn’t run or look right
on that small layout. Two signature
features of the NYCS are the 4-track main
line and the track pans. I realize the 4-track
main is a small portion of the NYCS but I
wanted to build it into the layout.

This drawing is from the NYCS Engineering
and Maintenance of Way Plans and Data for
Field Use” was used as a reference to build
Mark’s main line.

The track pans at Yosts. Photo from John W.
Barriger III National Railroad Library

NYC Niagara 6005 scooping water into her
18,000 gallon, PT-5 tender at Rome, NY in
1951. NYCSHS Collection
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So I decided the layout would be
expanded to accommodate the long
passenger train and still incorporate the
original layout. That part of the layout is
now a branch line and has a farm, small
town, a few small industries and a
roundhouse with facilities. The new
section is a 32-foot long four-track oval
that is 9 feet wide. There is a three-foot
walkway through the oval with a lift up
section. There are curved switches at each
end of the oval so that trains can cross
back and forth between the tracks. The
tracks from the older layout connect into
the oval to tie the whole thing together.
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The impression I wanted to give was the
train speeding through the countryside
with steam or diesel. In 1950 the 4-track
main was in full use with inner tracks 1
and 3 going west and outer tracks 2 and 4
going east. Tracks 2 and 1 were passenger
tracks and 3 and 4 were for freight. Also I
wanted to build track pans, so I had to
decide which ones to build. After some
research I decided to build the two track
pans at Yosts, which were located out in
the countryside between the Schenectady
and Rome track pans.

poor picture of the facility, so it is my
representation.
Route 5 parallels the tracks along this area
so I added the roadway to the layout. The
roadway became a project in itself because
I decided to imbed a steel wire in each
lane. A Mini Metals truck was modified to
follow the steel wire autonomously like
the Faller Car System, but that is a
separate project story.
The track bed was made with two layers of
foam sheet 3mm and 5mm thick. The
bottom layer under all 4 tracks is the 3mm
foam sheet. 1.4-inch wide lengths of 2mm
thick foam are placed under each track on
top of the 3mm layer. The total 5mm
thickness is the same as cork roadbed, so it
matches nicely when mated to the cork.

USRR Administration Drawing of NYC
Mohawk Division Main Line Inlets and Steam
Jet Openings of Track Water Plans at Yosts.

This is the label from the 3mm thick foam
sheet available at Hobby Lobby. Mark used
this for his track bed.
This is the cross sectional drawing of the track
pans at Rome, Schenectady and Yosts, NY.
NYC&HRRR MoW Department drawing.

The track pans are on passenger tracks 2
and 1. There is very little information on
the Yosts track pans and I have only one
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The foam sheet was painted with latex
paint to seal it. If the foam is not sealed the
scenic cement will soak into the foam sheet
and not lock down the ballast. The foam
and track were glued in place using clear
latex caulk. Plastic spacers of 13 and 15
scale feet were built to keep all the tracks
parallel as the caulk set up. The
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straightaways have 13-foot spacing and
the curved track has 15-foot spacing.

Mark used this Tamiya plastic scriber to make
the track pan tiles.
This is a view of the track construction with
the 15 scale foot homemade spacers.

The curved section of the mainline was laid on
the foam sheet with the 15 scale foot spacers.

The tiles surrounding the track pans were
made with 0.040” styrene sheet. Lines
were scribed into a plastic sheet and strips
were cut and stacked in line with the tile
rows slightly misaligned to give a handlaid look.
The four tracks were set in place and the
ties of the two tracks were grooved (called
dapping the ties) with a Dremel tool using
a custom made jig to get the correct
spacing and depth of the grooves.
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The track pans were built up with styrene,
painted dark blue gloss, and then set into
the dapped ties. The track pans were not
glued down to the ties for fear that uneven
expansion would cause sections to pop up.

This photo shows a close up of the track pans
before weathering and adding the water pipes.

Looking at photos I came up with some
details for pipes. I never found any
plumbing details on how the pans
operated. To support the track pans two
water tanks, one Tichey and one Walthers
were built and a boiler house was scratchbuilt using Walthers brick sheet and
Tichey windows and doors. In the future a
spur to the boiler house will be added for
delivering coal. Some small businesses will
be added along Route 5, and a backdrop
along the wall will also be added later.
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lights were built using a blue LED, brass
tubing and plastic tubing for the head.
Photos of Marks completed track pan
section of the NYCS 4-track main.

Another view of the track pans during
construction. The brick building is the scratchbuilt boiler house.

Mark built this bridge from four highly
modified Walthers kits. This photo shows the
bridge before the ballast was added to the
mainline.
This view shows the boiler plant and the
water towers used to supply the track pans
with water.

NYCS Niagara 6017 pulling a Pacemaker
consist westward over the completed bridge

This photo shows the west end of the
completed track pans and showcases the
detail that Mark put into their construction.

The last detail done for the track pans was
the lights. Blue or purple lights were
placed at the ends of the track pans to
indicate when the fireman was to lower
and raise the tender water scoop. The
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Two passenger trains pass on tracks 1 and 2.
Note the blue lights for track 2 trains.
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NYCS Niagara 6017 with the Pacemaker cars
heads west down the high-speed passenger
track 1.

Another view of NYCS E-7A/B heading the
Twentieth Century Limited rounding the
curve on track 2.

The Twentieth Century Limited is hitting
full-stride as it passes over the water pans on
track 2. That Lightening Stripe beauty will
soon make these pans obsolete.

A red pickup truck is parked along side the
boiler plant. Take a look at the pile of old ties
and note the dapping in the center of the ties.

Mark’s NYCS K-11e Pacific pulls a local
freight down track 4. She will soon pass over
the water pans leaving the water undisturbed,
as she has no scoop.
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The 4-track main is certainly busy today. The
TCL, a local passenger, local freight and a
string of Pacemaker boxcars and caboose fill
up all four tracks on Mark’s layout. Notice
Route 5 paralleling the railroad here. Mark
has done a great job on the scenery.
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The Twentieth Century Limited stretches out on the 4-track main on Marks layout. His model of the
Mohawk Division on this long straight section of his layout has satisfied his desire to showcase the
Walthers train set.

See the Central Headlight 2nd Qtr. 1982 edition for more information about NYCS track pans.
You can also view this and another track pan article at https://nycshs.org/nycs-researchinformation/
Look for future articles by Mark on his interesting layout in upcoming editions of the
NYCentral Modeler.
There are many informative articles on the website. Just go to www.nycshs.org then select
“About N.Y.C.” and drop down to “NYCS Research Resources” and you will find many
articles to help you model the NYCS.

Classic NYC Advertisements
NYCentral Modeler
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Join the NYCSHS Today and Be a Part of the Best

Visit the NYCSHS Collinwood Shop
As a NYCSHS member, you enjoy a 20% discount on many of the items in the store. We
offer a wide-selection of models, engineering drawing CDs and DVDs, movie DVDs,
NYCSHS calendars, a large collection of books on the NYCS, hats, T-shirts, sweatshirts,
jackets, polo shirts, dress shirts, towels, blankets, plaques, patches, mouse pads, cups, and
art prints -- all with the NYC logo.
Our model selection includes NYCS locos, rolling stock, and buildings, and they all are at
20% off MSRP. For some of the locos this means a savings of more than $50 each.
To take advantage of this 20% savings, you must join today. Memberships start at only $44
per year and bring many benefits in addition to the 20% savings in the “Collinwood Shop”.
Join using the application on page 40 or Click here to join at the “Collinwood Shop”.
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New York Central System
Historical Society
P.O. Box 264, Emerson, NJ 07630-0264

2018 New Membership Application
Regular Member – U.S. w/print Central Headlight ------------------------------------

$44.00

---- Digital Edition of Central Headlight (US Members only) ------------------ ADD
Regular Member – International w/digital edition Central Headlight
---- Canada & Mexico - w/print Central Headlight Magazine Postage ------ ADD
---- Other Countries - w/print Central Headlight Magazine Postage ----- ADD

$15.00

Options:
Contributing Member *
Sustaining Member

$44.00
$15.00
$31.00

---------------------------------------------------------------- ADD

$16.00

* ----------------------------------------------------------------- ADD

$36.00

TOTAL

$____________

* Those members who wish to render greater support to the work of the Society.
These generous contributors will be acknowledged in Central Headlight.
Membership runs January 1 to Dec. 31.
You may also purchase membership on-line in Collinwood Shop
http://www.nycshs.net/Memberships_c_14.html

Please fill in all blanks.
Name: _________________________________________________________________________________
Street Address: ________________________________________________________________________
City: ________________________________________________________________

State: _________

9 Digit Zip________________________

Yes

Is this a new address?

No

Country if outside U.S.A. ___________________________________________________________
e-Mail Address: _______________________________________ Phone: _________________________
Modeling Interest: Do you model the NYC? ________ What Scale? __________________________
Special Interest(s): _____________________________________________________________________
May the NYCSHS share your name and contact information with other NYCSHS Members? Yes
No
Your personal information will never be shared with outside parties, but may be used to contact you about NYCSHS
events and information. If you do not wish the Society to contact you with this information, check this box:
Rev. 6.22.17
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New York Central System
Historical Society
P.O. Box 264, Emerson, NJ 07630-0264

2018 Membership Renewal Form
Regular Member – U.S. w/print Central Headlight ------------------------------------

$44.00

---- Digital Edition of Central Headlight (US Members only) ------------------ ADD
Regular Member – International w/digital edition Central Headlight
---- Canada & Mexico - w/print Central Headlight Magazine Postage ------ ADD
---- Other Countries - w/print Central Headlight Magazine Postage ----- ADD
Life Member * (Return form to retain membership) ------------------------------------Charter Member * (Member #’s 1-350 only) ------------------------------------------------

$15.00

Options:
Contributing Member *
Sustaining Member

$44.00
$15.00
$31.00
$ --0-$40.00

---------------------------------------------------------------- ADD

$16.00

* ----------------------------------------------------------------- ADD

$36.00

TOTAL

$____________ _

* Those members who wish to render greater support to the work of the Society. These generous contributors will be
acknowledged in Central Headlight. Life and Charter categories are for existing Life and Charter Members ONLY.
Membership runs January 1 to Dec. 31.
You may also renew your membership on-line in Collinwood Shop
http://www.nycshs.net/Memberships_c_14.html

Please fill in all blanks.

****

Membership #_________________

Name: _________________________________________________________________________________
Street Address: ________________________________________________________________________
City: ________________________________________________________________

State: _________

9 Digit Zip________________________
Is this a new address?
Yes
No
Country if outside U.S.A. ___________________________________________________________
e-Mail Address: _______________________________________ Phone: _________________________
Modeling Interest: Do you model the NYC? ________ What Scale? __________________________
Special Interest(s): _____________________________________________________________________
May the NYCSHS share your name and contact information with other NYCSHS Members? Yes
No
Your personal information will never be shared with outside parties, but may be used to contact you about NYCSHS
events and information. If you do not wish the Society to contact you with this information, check this box:
Rev. 6.22.17
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Potential Lines West Brick & Stone Station Model
Article by Ralph Schiring
Demand Being Assessed
As a Vanderbilt property of means, the
Lake Shore and Michigan Southern
honored county seats and larger on-line
points with substantial stone and brick
stations. As a result, early risers on
today’s Amtrak #49, the Lake Shore Limited,
may still note the architectural similarity
in the buildings zipping by their window
as they cross Ohio and Indiana. Many repurposed examples exist today; and with
some help from New York Central
Modeler’s they can grace our empire’s
larger scenes.
The Collinwood Shop currently has a no
cost item confirming your support and
probable purchase of a well detailed HO
model of a brick-and-stone station found
along the Central’s “Lines West” of
Buffalo. The eventual kit will have an
MSRP of about $110.00 or $88.00 for
members, plus shipping and Ohio sales
tax for Ohio residents.
Photos and plans of these stations,
originally erected from 1890 to 1910 (with
some still in use), reveal three major size
variations in this architectural style. The
placement of windows and doors
sometimes varied within each size.
Covered
porticos
and
alternative
operator’s bay arrangements were also
noted. The basis of a potential kit will be
the largest size variation, while the
instructions will discuss and illustrate
where material should be trimmed for the
smaller size buildings.
The N-Scale
Architect advises that this methodology
will yield the fewest wall and roof seams.
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Photos Provided by Ralph
Given that brick stations were erected in
larger commercial centers, their footprints
and construction costs were larger than
most, and this kit’s price reflects that.
Hence, before tooling-up another model,
we are trying to assess your interest.
Railroads often adopted “standard”
designs for line side wood and brick/stone
stations,
interlocking
towers
and
maintenance-of-way buildings. Besides
towers, stations, and section gang shacks,
these include phone boxes and even
privies.
You can find some structure offerings in
the Collinwood Shop following Lines East
architecture.
Finding usable Lines West reference
material took detective work. We scoured
not only our own archive, but also those of
the Nickel Plate Historical and Technical
Society, and several historical groups
occupying brick LS&MS buildings. Photos
showed us three sizes of buildings, based
on the number of trackside windows used
between the operator’s bay and the ends of
the building – two, three or four. For
convenience, we added the word “bay”
when discussing each size.
Photo research helped, but we still lacked
specific measurements and elevation
drawings. Our first good drawing lead
was the Nickel Plate’s standard painting
diagram, which featured a four-bay
station’s profile (See last page for
drawing). More leads came from the
Stryker [Ohio] Area Heritage Council and
the National Archives (Historic American
Building Survey).
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Stryker, Indiana’s restored 2-Bay station from
trackside. Note the lighter brick color.

Trackside view of our proposed kit’s
prototype; the 4-Bay Lafayette, IN station
arriving at its new home.

With this research in hand, the N-Scale
architect is planning a large, laser-cut HO
model that includes the roof dormers,
operator’s bay, and walls with decorative
brick and stone courses.
The stonework will be separate custom
castings while the brick courses will be
laser-cut into the sides. The resulting 3D
walls will readily accept washes for brick
color, mortar lines and weathering.
Detail view of Stryker’s street side stone and
brickwork along with the station’s roof
bracing.

Six months later came the information
mother lode.
While consolidating
mainline rail routes through their
downtown area, Lafayette, Indiana moved
their four-bay building eight blocks.

The largest four-bay HO structure scales to
15.4” x 4” on your layout. The smaller
two-bay building scales to 10” x 3”.
However, that is only for the building
itself. You must add space for your
passenger platforms and the roof’s
protective overhang. We suggest about
three plus inches on each side.

The engineering firm doing the work
prepared detailed drawings so they knew
what they were dealing with.

Check the Collinwood Shop’s “Lines East”
offerings to see the product quality we are
aiming for. Based on this model’s success,
we may offer an N-Scale version.

It took eighteen sets of semi-wheels to
move the building, which was mounted
atop a new two-level, poured concrete
sub-structure

Below you will find the station locations
we know about. If you have photos of
others, please let us know! In addition to
each location, we will include the NYC
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family road serving that station. The
information displayed below is sorted by
the number of bays and by the structure’s
specific window and door arrangement.
By following the kit’s instructions, you can
splice together any of these stations. In
this list, W = window, D = door, and BD
= baggage door:
2W-D-Bay-D-2W = Standard Two Bay
Angola, NY

(LS&MS)

Bellevue, OH

(LS&MS)

Delta, OH

(LS&MS)

Lenawee Jct., MI

(LS&MS)

Mishawaka, IN

(LS&MS)

North East, PA

(LS&MS)

Sturgis, MI

(LS&MS)

Stryker, OH

(LS&MS)

Wauseon, OH

(LS&MS)

White Pigeon, MI

(LS&MS)

W-D-W-Bay-W-D-W = Two Bay with
door between windows
Jonesville, MI

(LS&MS)

Mentor, OH

(LS&MS)

Wauseon, OH

(LS&MS)

3W-D-Bay-D-3W = Standard Three Bay
Tipton, IN

(LE&W)

A “fuzzy” 1908 colorized postcard view of
Tipton, Indiana’s Standard 3-Bay station.

4W-D-Bay-D-4W = Std. Four Bay
Conneaut, OH

(LS&MS)

Geneva, OH

(LS&MS)

Hammond, IN

(NKP, LS&MS)

Indiana Harbor, IN

(LS&MS, CI&S)

Lafayette, IN

(LE&W, Big 4)

Westfield, NY

(LS&MS)

Sturgis, MI’s nicely restored 2-Bay stone &
brick station.
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Unique Variations of Four Bay Buildings
W-D-2W-D-Bay-D-2W-D-W
Ashtabula, OH
(LS&MS
portico, separate express building)

2W-D-2W-Bay-W-D-W-BD
–

Ashtabula Ohio’s modified 4-Bay station in
service in a 1919 Valuation Photo, US
National Archives.

W-D-W-Bay-D-3W-D-Bay-W-D-W
Sandusky, OH
(LS&MS,
LE&W – all
limestone
walls, portico,
separate
baggage &
express
building)

Ogdensburg, NY

(RW&O)

If you are even half as enthusiastic about
this station as we are, please convey your
interest by either using the Collinwood
Shop Item, or by emailing Dave MacKay
at: mackdave@optimum.net
Should you go the Collinwood route,
please keep things simple … check out of
the store with ONLY the “interest” item.
Mixing your “interest” with other for pay
items will complicate things on our end,
and may affect your shipping charge.
Check out the Trackside
drawing on page 55.

elevation

Don’t miss out on this new book from the
NYCSHS – Order it today in the
Collinwood Shop
http://www.NYCSHS.net

Note that Sandusky, Ohio still has a very
large all-sandstone station following
similar architectural lines. This will be the
most difficult to build as modelers will
have to convert brickwork to limestone.
Chooch’s line of 3D adhesive backed
stonework sheets should simplify this
conversion. Also, porticos and separate
baggage express buildings will require
additional material beyond that included
in the kit.
2W-D-2W-Bay-2W-D-2W
Franklin, PA

NYCentral Modeler

(LS&MS)
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Trackside elevation drawing of Lafayette’s 4-Bay station, courtesy NKP
Historical & Technical Society.

Jim Kehn Photo From COSI Show

This is an NYC diner built for Dick by Bruce Grundy. Bruce builds old Walthers, J-C, and Boxcar Ken
O scale passenger cars.

NYCentral Modeler
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Modeling a Post-War Empire State Express J-3 in N-Scale
Article by Tom Long

Photos by Tom Except as Noted

Two shots of the Empire State Express J-3a #5429 in its fully streamlined appearance. This and
Hudson # 5426 were the two streamlined for the ESE. It made its first run on December 7, 1941.
Another event overshadowed this historic run. Both photos from the NYC official photos in the
NYCSHS Collection.

At WWII’s end, the 5429 has lost some of her
streamlining at Harmon, NY on June 16, 1946.
She was completely de-streamlined in June
1949. Photo by Edward L. May, NYCSHS
Collection.

I’ve always liked the streamlined Empire
State Express Hudsons. However, I model
the Boston and Albany in 1947 in N-scale.
This wasn’t really a problem for a long
time as there wasn’t a model of one in Nscale. That all changed a few years ago
when Fine-N-Scale produced a resin kit
designed to convert the Con-Cor J3a
Hudson. So now how could I justify one?
Justification appeared on page 34 of
Robert W. Jones’ book Boston and Albany:
The New York Central in New England
Volume 1. There is #5426 on the B&A at
Framingham, MA on February 2, 1947.
NYCentral Modeler

Class J3a 5426 with # 76, The Mercury at
Wayne Jct., MI, on Sept 14, 1948. She had been
converted from Empire State Express service
to Mercury service. Photo by Ernest L. Novak,
NYCSHS Collection.

After the arrival of the Niagaras, these two
Hudsons were bumped from the Empire
State Express service. While they both saw
work on the Mercury, at least #5426 was in
general service for a time. During this
period the skirting below the cab was
removed exposing the firebox to ease
maintenance. The locomotives also
received PT tenders, which #5426 has in
the previously mentioned picture on the
B&A. This presented another modeling
problem, as there is no PT tender readily
available in N-scale either. Again, the
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solution came from scanning through
books. This time the solution was with the
large picture at the bottom of pages 224225 in the book Thoroughbreds by Alvin F.
Staufer.
It shows #5426 with a regular Hudson
tender hauling the Mercury on August 10,
1947. The picture also shows #5426 with
the pilot coupler cover in place and the
“Empire State Express” lettering removed.
Since both pictures were in 1947, I could
simply model this version and say it made
another trip to the B&A in this
configuration later the same year. Perfect!
With justification and a workable plan, I
obtained a kit and a non-streamlined ConCor Hudson.

the air pump assembly are needed. The kit
also includes etched metal parts for the
boiler handrail stanchions and cab
handrails, stainless steel wire for the boiler
handrails along with a paper template for
bending them, and decals with all lettering
needed for the 1941 version of the engines.
The instructions included in the kit were
pretty thorough but didn’t include
pictures. As with every kit, it is important
to read the instructions thoroughly before
starting.
Disassembly
I began by disassembling the Con-Cor
Hudson. Removal of the locomotive shell
simply requires unscrewing the screw on
the top of the shell.

Kit Overview
The Fine-N-Scale kit contains everything
one needs for modeling the original 1941
version of the engines.

The screw on the top of the boiler is easy to
see in this photo. It must be unscrewed to
remove the boiler casting from the frame.

Here are the contents of the Fine-N-Scale kit laid
out.

There are three resin castings included: the
streamlined
locomotive
shell,
the
streamlined tender shell, and a pilot beam
mount air pump assembly. For the postwar model, only the locomotive shell and
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Since I bought a conventional Hudson, I
set this shell aside as the firebox from it
will be needed later. Next I removed the
pilot/air pump assembly. This piece was
held on by a screw above the pilot truck. I
didn’t need this pilot/air pump assembly
for this project so it went into my parts
bin.
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View underneath the
Con-Cor
Hudson
showing the screw
that secures the pilot
to the frame.

Locomotive Shell
I prepped the resin castings by removing
the flash then washed them in warm soapy
water to remove any residual mold
release. Once the shell was dry, it was time
to start the modifications. First, I drilled
out the holes for the boiler handrail
stanchions and then drilled a hole on each
side of the cab front to enable insertion of
the end of the boiler handrails. I didn’t
add the stanchions and handrails to the
boiler at this point. I decided to wait until
after painting as adding these before
would make masking difficult.

Once the skirting was removed, I used
files and sanding sticks to ensure the cut
was smooth and straight.
Turning to the Con-Cor Hudson shell, I
needed to harvest the firebox and under
cab details from both the fireman and
engineer sides of this shell. First I severed
all the piping detail around the firebox.

Next came the part where I deviated from
the instructions to make the model into a
post-war version of the engine. To model
this version, all the skirting below the cab
had to be removed.

This is the engineer’s side of the Empire State
Express Hudson shell (above). The fireman’s
side is (next column). The red lines indicate the
location the cut should be made. The skirting
below the line should be removed.
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These are views of the engineer’s and fireman’s
sides of the standard Hudson shell. The red lines
indicate the pipes that should be cut.

I made sure to save the water pump on the
fireman’s side, as this would be needed
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later. Next I carefully made a straight cut
across the firebox under the cab.

the skirting and added the vertical pipe.

Cut line on fireman’s side of standard loco.

The red arrow points to the vertical pipe.

I repeated this process on engineer’s side
of the shell.

Next I drilled holes for the two supports
for mounting the pipe that runs under the
running board using a #80 bit.

Cut line on engineer’s side of standard loco.

Once I cut through the firebox, I filed and
sanded the cut portion of the firebox
details smooth so it would fit nicely onto
the streamlined shell. I also took this time
to remove any remaining remnants of the
previously cut piping from the firebox. I
also scraped off the piping molded directly
onto the firebox on the fireman’s side as I
planned to replace it with wire piping.
Once this “pipe work” was completed, I
attached the firebox/under cab detail to
the streamlined shell using CA; I used the
back wall of the cab to line up the firebox.
I then added the piping details on the
fireman’s side firebox area. I chose the
piping configuration and wire sizes that I
thought looked right based on my
reference photos. First, I drilled a hole in
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The red arrows point to the stanchions used to
mount the pipe under the running board.

I used stanchions from the Gold Medal
Models steam locomotive details set for
the supports. I didn’t glue them in place at
this point as the bent pipe they support
would be too difficult to string through
them if the stanchions where glued in
place. I next drilled a hole near the front of
the running board skirting to accept the
end of the pipe under the running board.
Then I bent the pipe based on reference
photos.
Once I was satisfied with the look and fit
of the pipe, I slid the two stanchions onto
the pipe and inserted the end of pipe into
its hole in the skirt. I then glued the end
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into its hole and the stanchions into their
holes.

This view shows the pipe under the running
board with red arrows pointing to the bends
in the pipe. The front arrow also points to the
end that Tom secured in the hole drilled in the
skirt.

Next I bent the pipe that runs along the
firebox. I used thin wire loops to secure
this pipe. I drilled holes in the firebox for
these loops, and then mounted the pipe
and add the wire loops.

The red arrows indicate the location of the
mounting loops used to secure the pipe to the
firebox.

Now I drilled holes in the top of the
previously saved water pump to accept
the vertical pipe and the pipe under the
running board, and also drilled a hole in
the cab end of the pump for a pipe that
will run beneath the firebox.
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The red arrows indicate where the holes
should be drilled in the water pump for the
pipes.

I inserted and glued the pipes into the top
holes water pump. I then bent the pipe
that runs beneath the firebox. I was careful
to run this pipe high enough so that it
didn’t interfere with the trailing truck; it
took several attempts to get the sufficient
clearance. Once satisfied, I glued the front
end of the pipe into the water pump and
the back end to the inside of the already
mounted firebox pipe.

The red arrows point to the locations for
securing the pipe.

This was as far as I went with adding
piping. Photos of these engines show an
array of piping so there is more that could
be added if one so desires.
The last modification to the locomotive
shell was to add the handrails to the back
of the cab. Instead of using the etched ones
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included in the kit, I decided to fashion
them from .008” brass wire based on
reference photos.

The kit instructions included a description
of the hole locations. The ones at the nineand three-o’clock required .070” holes. The
eleven- and one-o’clock required holes of
.055”. On the 1st and 3rd drivers a sixo’clock hole of .035” was also needed.
I drew a diagram of the holes to help me
visualize the layout of the holes.

Views of the
cab
showing
the placement
and contour of
the handrails.

This is the drawing Tom made to illustrate the
placement of the holes in the disc drives.

Drivers
Because I bought a version of the Con-Cor
Hudson with the Box-Pok drivers, I
needed to convert the drivers from BoxPok to Scullin disc. To do this I needed full
access to the drivers, this made it
necessary to remove the driving rods and
value gear. (If you buy the disc-driver
version, you can skip this section.)
To create the disc-drivers the spokes
needed to be filled in and balancing holes
drilled. The instructions recommended
Bondo for this, but I used Squadron putty.
While applying the putty I was careful not
to fill in the hole for the connecting rod
pin. Once putty was dry, I sanded it
smooth and flat. It was now time to drill
the balancing holes in the discs.
NYCentral Modeler

From this I created a driver hole template
from a piece of plastic.

Tom’s drilling template for the disc drivers.
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I held the template against the drivers as I
drilled. I didn’t drill very deep, just
enough to make the holes clearly visible. It
took several attempts to get the holes
acceptable; when I messed up a hole I
would apply more putty, re-sand, and try
drilling again. Once satisfied with the
holes, I painted the drivers black and
reassembled the rods and value gear.
Tender
The stock tender off the conventional
Hudson was sufficient as it was. However,
I wanted to add a bit more detail on mine.
I started the modification by removing the
tender from chassis. I then scraped off the
ladder on the rear of the tender and the
molded-on railing on the tender deck. I
replaced the rear ladder using the detail
from the Gold Medal Models steam
locomotive detail set. I drilled out the
stanchion locations on tender deck (two on
each side and two on the back) and
inserted the side stanchions from the
previously mentioned detail set. I didn’t
insert the back two stanchions in place at
this time.

The tender shell showing the added details,
including the rear ladder, the handrail with
stanchions mounted to the top of the deck, the
two-rung ladder added to the back of the coal
bunker, and the vertical handrails on the
corners.

Next I bent .008” brass wire for the tender
deck handrail. Before inserting the
handrail, I slid on the two stanchions for
the back and then inserted the handrail
through the side stanchions. I then
inserted and glued the back stanchions
into their respective holes.
I also added a two-step ladder behind the
coalbunker using a piece of ladder from
the detail set. I next fashioned the vertical
handrails for each of the four corners of
the tender out of .008” brass wire.
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The front of the tender shell showing the
added vertical handrails on the corners.
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Paint and Decaling
For painting the locomotive shell, I used
Polly S stainless steel and flat black. I
painted the silver first then masked off the
area to remain silver and painted the rest
black.
I next installed the stanchions for boiler
handrails. While the kit included stainless
steel wire for the handrails, I found the
wire to be too rigid and difficult to work
with. I chose to substitute .008” brass wire.
I used the template included in the kit to
make the bends and then inserted the
handrails into the stanchions. Had I used
the wire from the kit, I wouldn’t have
needed to paint it. However, since I used
the brass wire instead, I then had to paint
the handrails silver to match the boiler.
After painting was complete, I added a
coat of gloss finish to the entire locomotive
shell.
With the gloss coat dry it was time to add
the decals. All the decals for the
locomotive shell were from the decals
included in the kit. However, I only used
the cab numbers and the red oval on the
front shroud. I didn’t use the Empire State
Express train board decal as my reference
showed #5426 without that lettering.
Note there was no lettering included in the
kit for Mercury service. Had I wished to
model that variation I would have needed
to make custom decals.
The tender and air pump required less work
as they are just black. The decals I used for
the tender were from the Micro-Scale New
York Central Steam locomotive set.
Once all the decals were applied, I added
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another coat of gloss finish to hide the
decal film and then a dull coat to tone
down the shine.
Reassembly
Now that painting and decaling were
complete, it was time to reassemble
everything.

The air pump casting painted black and is
ready to be attached.

I started by screwing the air pump
assembly into the bottom of the cylinders.
I then added the weight back to the chassis
and then slid the locomotive shell into
place. Because the locomotive shell was
friction fit, there was no need to screw it
on. (Drilling a hole in the top of the shell
would have been required for this.) Prior
to reassembling the tender, I body
mounted a Micro-Trains 1015 coupler to
the tender chassis.

This is a view of the back of the tender with
the body mounted Micro-Trains coupler.

With the coupler now in place, I
reattached the tender shell to the tender
chassis. Then it was just a matter of
connecting the tender to the locomotive
and my post-war Empire State Express J3a
was ready for service.
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Watch for more articles from Tom in future editions.

The finished model, ready for its next assignment pulling Tom’s Great Steel Fleet!

Here are some NYCS timetables!!

If you know the date of these, send it to us at NYCSHS@verizon.net

NYCentral Modeler
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Modeling the Taconic Division – Operations – Part 2
Article by Dan Howard
Before delving into the details of an
operating session, let me first start out
with an update on the layout beyond what
was presented in the 4th Quarter 2016
issue.

Looking southeast across Boston Corners Jct.,
the operator at BC tower has cleared BC-5
through, holding New Haven’s RQ-2. This is a
photo from Dan’s first article.

Boston Corners Junction is now a full
junction. In late 2016, fellow members of
the West Shore Model Railroad Club
helped me build a module interface. The
former stub end track from the junction on
the layout now proceeds railroad north up
to North Adams, arriving at an
angle. Both ends of the 2' x 6' North
Adams section were built according to our
club's new modular standards, complete
with our specified power quickconnects. Adding to the complexity of this
interface, our modules have a required
track height of 48", a couple inches higher
than my layout, which resulted in a nice
2½% grade from Boston Corners up to
North Adams. To hide the step-ups,
scenery was added to make this a cut
section.
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Photos by Dan
On one end of the 2’ x 6’ North Adams
module I attached a 30” module, one of
my two 2’ x 4’ modules, one of the club’s
curved modules and then my other 2’ x 4’
module. The 30” module was necessary to
line things up so that approximately 40’ of
additional modules can be connected such
that they will be lined up to pass behind
the basement stairs! From the other end of
the North Adams module, there is room
for approximately 12’ of modules. To
electronically support all of this existing
and potential expansion, the NYCS tracks
in Boston Corners, NYCS staging, and all
of the modular sections are now powered
by their own DCC booster and power
supply.
DCC circuit breakers were
installed such that North Adams and to
the east, and all modules west from North
Adams are on their own, separate power
districts.
This expansion brought a third railroad
into the regular operations of the layout the Boston & Maine, which historically
connected to the Boston & Albany and
later the NYCS proper in North
Adams. One of my two 2’ x 4’ modules
includes two line-side B&M customers and
the B&M freight house for North Adams,
and the other 2’ x 4’ module has a
passenger depot. On the 2’ x 6’ module, in
addition to the yard/main track, there is
one NYCS customer, a two-track NYCS
Freight House, and a two-track B&M
yard. To handle the increased traffic
among and between the three roads, an
additional half-dozen trains have been
added to the layout operations, including
B&M & NYCS yard/local jobs in North
Adams, two B&M road jobs (four if you
count both directions of the job), an
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additional NH symbol freight, and a
pooled-service RDC which runs on all
three lines.
On the power and rolling stock side of
things, I weathered all of the freight cars
(approximately 170), and almost all of my
three-dozen locomotives have been
weathered too. I’ll leave the weathering
details to a possible future article…
Installation of 15 Tortoise switch machines
and a two NCE Switch-8’s now allow for
remote operation of most main track
turnouts including sidings, and junction
areas. Through the activation of preprogrammed macros, the Operator at BC
tower now has the ability to line trains for
eight different routes through the Boston
Corners interchange and yard areas.
Although we don’t have an updated track
plan to accompany the article, the
following photos show the details of how
the expansion fit into the existing layout.
In the photo (right column) you are looking
railroad north across the diamond at Boston
Corners. The 2½% grade travels up through a
cut Section. The turnout and track heading to
the right near the top of the photo is the
Potter Bros. & Co. siding. Just over the hill
top left is the NYCS Freight House in North
Adams, and the boxcars are on one of its two
tracks. In the distance, top center, is the
where the Taconic Division connects to the
B&M Berkshire Division.
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Front and center is the 2’ x 6’ North Adams
module. From left to right we have 2 B&M
yard tracks, the B&M siding and main
through the yard, the two NYCS Freight House
tracks, and the NYCS Taconic Division main,
just north of the cut section. SW-8 #8946 is
working Potter Bros. & Co. Railroad west
along the B&M main we have the freight
house and its siding to the right, and the
Arnold Print Works & Weber Bros. Shoe Co.
sidings to the left. The line then curves left to
a 2’ x 4’ module, complete with a passenger
depot, which is used as the B&M staging area.
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Moving on to the operations, in Part 1 of
this series (2nd Quarter 2017), some of the
concepts of model railroad operations and
operational planning were introduced,
and the tools that are used to operationally
run my layout were described in detail. In
this article, the layout’s NYCS operations
and details of each of the NYCS jobs in a
typical operating session are presented.
Though identified as the Clermont Branch
in the initial article on the layout (4th
Quarter 2016), with the late 2016 extension
of the line to North Adams it is now the
Taconic Division of the NYCS.
Climb
aboard – he we go!
We start with the crew of road freight RN11 in NYCS staging checking its deck of
cards against the consist for any
discrepancies. Firing up GP20 #2110, and
with permission of the Boston Corners
Yardmaster, they depart the staging yard
northbound and roll into the Boston
Corners Yard Limits. On this day they
have 20 cars (16 loads/4 empties) with
caboose 17577 bringing up the markers.
Easing RN-11 onto the yard main, before
fouling the switch to Track 1 they make a
cut between cars 10 & 11. Pulling ahead,
the first 10 cars on the train are shoved
onto Track 1. Returning to the train and
pulling ahead four more cars before
making another cut, the next 5 cars are
pulled and shoved onto Track 2. After
returning again to the train and pulling
ahead, the caboose is cut off before fouling
Track 3. Four loaded boxcars on Track 3,
destined for North Adams, are pulled and
the crew backs onto the caboose with this
cut of cars.
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Each track at Boston Corners Yard has a
cup hook and metal binder clip under a
track label. The cards for the cars dropped
on Tracks 1 & 2 are placed on their
respective clips, and the cards for the cars
picked up from Track 3 are retrieved and
placed in the RN-11 train deck at their
place in the consist.
With their work at Boston Corners
completed, and with permission from the
Yardmaster and Dispatcher to depart, the
crew continues on their journey to North
Adams with 9 loaded cars in tow. Passing
the Boston Corners Jct., a Situation Card is
drawn as the Caboose crosses the
diamond. “Highball – No Defects” and
the run continues up the short 2-½%
grade.
Upon arrival, the crew brings the train up
onto the B&M main and then makes a
reverse move until the start of the block of
cars for Potter Bros. & Co. are just past the
foul point of the switch to the NYCS main.
Uncoupling the cars beyond the Potter’s
block, they pull west until they clear the
switch. Next they cut away from the block
and pull the front of the train west a little
bit.
The SX-8 crew (North Adams Yard/Local
job) with SW9 #8946 rolls out of the
Freight House lead, up to the B&M main,
ties on to the block for Potter’s, and takes it
over to the customer.
The RN-11 crew then makes a reverse
move, recouples onto its train, and spots
the caboose and five remaining cars on the
B&M main in the clear of the siding
turnouts. Cutting away from their train,
they run the GP20 around, spot it on the
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tail track/B&M main east of
runaround, and take a short break.

the

Operational Note: The B&M main through
North Adams is Yard Limits and NYCS has
permission to operate within the B&M North
Adams Yard on the main.

freight house platform on Track 1. With
three outgoing boxcars taking up the
remaining space on Track 1, the fourth
outgoing boxcar and caboose from RN-11
are placed over on Track 2. They finish up
by running the SW-9 back to the Potter
Bros. & Co. siding.
The RN-11 crew, their short break over,
completes their run by bringing 2110 over
to the NYCS Freight House siding,
coupling onto their caboose on Track 2,
and shutting down the power.

The SX-8 crew has completed their switching
at the Freight House in North Adams and is
about to cut away from the caboose that came
in on NR-11. The loaded coal hopper is on the
B&M Main and the track to the left is one of
the B&M yard tracks. This photo was taken
prior to the installation of the siding in North
Adams Yard.

With their initial work at Potter Bros. &
Co. completed, the SX-8 crew comes back
out onto the NYCS main, and up to the
B&M main. Tying onto the cars from RN11, a loaded coal hopper car at the end of
the string is going to the B&M so they cut
it out and place it on the siding. The
remaining consist of four boxcars and
caboose is pulled west and then shoved
onto the Freight House lead. First RN-11’s
caboose and two outgoing cars from Track
2 at the freight house are switched over
and tied onto the two outgoing boxcars on
Track 1 at the freight house. Two of the
incoming cars are then spotted at the
Freight House platform on Track 2, and
the other two are left temporarily on Track
2. The crew then cleans out all the cars
from Track 1, swings back to pick the two
boxcars on Track 2, and spots them at the
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The cards are handled as follows: the
cards for the cars delivered to Potter Bros.
& Co. are placed in the Potter Bros. & Co.
pocket; cards for cars spotted at the
Freight house go in the Freight house
pocket; the double-sided RN-11 train card
is flipped over to display the NR-6 train
card; the cards for the 4 outgoing boxcars
from the Freight House are clipped with
the locomotive, caboose, and NR-6 train
cards and hung on a cup hook under the
NYCS-labeled end of the North Adams
layout area. The card for the hopper
placed for B&M interchange is hung on a
B&M clip associated with its yard in North
Adams.
Meanwhile, after RN-11 departs Boston
Corners, the yardmaster/BC-5 crew
examines the cards hanging from the
Track 1 & 2 clips, plus the cards for the
four freshly iced reefers ready to go on
Track 4, and formulates a plan for
switching. The three tasks they have at
hand are to:
1) block cars for train BC-3, the transfer
run to the New Haven yard in Pine
Plains;
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2) place on the Interchange Track the cars
from RN-11 destined for the New
Haven but not for Pine Plains; and
3) block cars for local delivery in Boston
Corners.
Firing up VO660 #501, they roll north out
of Track 4 onto the yard main, pick up the
first four cars on Track 1, and place them
on the Interchange Track for the New
Haven. Returning to Track 1, the next 2
cars are spotted on Track 3 as they are for
local delivery in Boston Corners. The
caboose used for the local work is picked
from Track 4 and tied on to the cars on
Track 3.
Trying to keep loaded hazardous tank cars
at least 4 cars from the head or tail end of
the train when possible, the next move is
to pick up the four cars remaining on
Track 1 (the last two cars in the string are
loaded tankers), tie on to the freshly iced
reefer cars on Track 4, and bring the whole
string of eight cars back to Track 1.
Following this, the crew retrieves the five
cars on Track 2. The 5th car, destined for
Pine Plains, is tacked onto the front of the
string of cars on Track 1. The four
remaining cars, all reefers needing to be
iced, are spotted at the icehouse on Track
4. From there the VO660 is brought over
to Track 3 and tied onto the caboose for
their local work to take place later.
As the switching moves are completed, the
cards for the cars set out for interchange
are placed on the Interchange binder clip,
cards for the cars going to Pine Plains on
the transfer job cards are clipped together
on the Track 1 clip, and the cards for the
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cars to be delivered by the Boston Corners
local are attached to the Track 3 clip with
the caboose, locomotive, and BC-5 train
cards.
BC-5’s switching now completed, the BC-3
crew fires up RS-32 #8040, and heads
north from Track 5 onto the yard main
with transfer caboose 18087 in tow.
Cutting off the caboose short of Track 1,
they pick up the nine cars destined for
Pine Plains (seven loads/two empties),
and then back onto their caboose.

The BC-3 crew is retrieving its cars from Track
1 at the Boston Corners Yard. The Transfer
Caboose is an out-of-production Bluford
Shops model weathered by the Author. For
those who seek one of these models, the
NYCSHS Collinwood Shop has ordering
information for the new run set for delivery
this fall.

See
:http://www.nycshs.net/BlufordShops-HO-Scale_c_77.html
The cards for these cars are added into
their deck, and with permission from the
Boston Corners Yardmaster and New
Haven dispatcher they proceed to the Pine
Plains Yard on the New Haven, under the
NH symbol Extra 8040. Passing Boston
Corners Jct. on the New Haven main, a
Situation card is drawn – Due to an issue
in the tunnel ahead they must proceed at
restricted speed until the entire length of
their train is clear of the tunnel.
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Upon arrival at Pine Plains, the
Yardmaster gives them the OK into the
yard, has them drop the caboose on Track
2, and set out the cars on Track 4. Reassembling their train (just the power and
caboose), the Yardmaster gives them the
OK to depart via the Departure Track.
Before departure, the crew places the cards
for the cars delivered to Pine Plains in a
bin labeled “incoming to be sorted” on the
Yardmaster’s desk. As they prepare to
depart the yard, the New Haven
dispatcher has them hold on the Departure
Track short of N&DC Jct. due to a
passenger train due at Pine Plains. Time
to go for coffee…
A short time after BC-3’s departure from
Boston Corners, the pooled service (NYCSNH-B&M) RDC train is due, handled
today by New Haven RDC-2 #121. This
train’s deck consists of the train card and
locomotive card for the RDC. In this case
the train card indicates the symbols by
which it operates on all three roads.
Symboled Train 17 on the NYCS, it travels
north out of NYCS staging, takes the yard
main in Boston Corners, and continues
directly onto the New Haven as Train 137.
Before making its station stop at Boston
Corners, a Situation Card is drawn after
crossing the diamonds at the Jct. “Highball
– No Defects”. Departing Boston Corners,
the train stops next at Pine Plains.
Continuing east on the New Haven main,
it takes the siding at the west end of
Boston Corners and then returns to the
NYCS again as Train 17.
Another
Situation Card is drawn after crossing
Boston Corners Jct. – STOP due to
unexpected workers on the tracks ahead
and waits two minutes for the Roadmaster
NYCentral Modeler

to get things resolved. Following the
delay, the train resumes its trip north.

New Haven RDC-2 #121, a Proto-1000 model,
is northbound between Boston Corners Jct.
and North Adams on the NYCS with Train 17.

Reaching North Adams, the Budd car
continues west on the B&M as Train 5605.
The station stop at the west end of the line
is also the B&M staging area, marking the
end of the run for this train. The doublesided train card is flipped to display the
details of the return trip that will take
place later in the session, and the cards are
placed on a cup hook under the layout.
At this point the crew is either assigned
another job or takes a break.
Operational Note - the siding at Boston
Corners
is
sometimes
used
as
a
second/overflow Interchange Track. So that
the passenger train has a clear path, the BC-5
crew’s responsibilities include ensuring the
siding track at Boston Corners is free of
interchange cars when this train is due.
After the RDC departs Pine Plains, the
Extra 8040 crew is given the OK by the
New Haven dispatcher to follow it
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eastbound to Boston Corners. Just as train
137 had done, Extra 8040 takes the siding
at the west end of Boston Corners and
returns to home rails as Train BC-3 at the
east end of the siding. The BC tower
operator then lines them onto the Yard
Main, and they shove the caboose south
through the yard onto Track 5, tie down
the train and shut down the power. Their
run finished, the cards are placed onto the
clip for Track 5 and the crew will take a
break if not given another assignment.
With Train 17 on its way to North Adams
and beyond, and BC-3 tucked back into
Track 5, the line is now clear for BC-5 to
perform its local work in Boston Corners.
Retrieving the deck of cards from the
Track 3 cup hook, the train has work today
at Vincent Livestock and H.B. Miller’s.
From north to south the consist is VO-660
501, caboose 21273, an empty boxcar, and
an empty livestock car.
The crew opens the switch on Track 3,
proceeds north on the Yard Main, and the
BC Tower Operator lines them onto the
main track. After clearing the Yard Main
switch, the tower lines them up for the
main. The train is shoved south and the
stock car is placed on the siding at
Vincent’s.

BC-5 is spotting a stock car at Vincent
Livestock in Boston Corners. Car 23370 is a
Walthers model, its body lightly weathered by
the author with white pencil and pastel
chalks.
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Next they pull the train north out of the
siding and cut away to make their
runaround.
The locomotive continues
north, the tower lines them for the yard,
they reverse south on the yard main to the
south yard switch, the tower lines them for
the main, and they return north to couple
onto to the south end of their train. The
train is then shoved north clear of the
switch into the H.B. Miller siding. Cutting
away, the locomotive runs south, the
siding turnout is hand thrown, and they
pull onto the siding to retrieve a boxcar
loaded with grain and an empty 55-ton
coal hopper. Returning to the main, they
shove the two cars north to the train.
Uncoupling the caboose, the rest of the
train is pulled south so the empty boxcar
can be spotted at H. B. Miller’s platform on
the siding. They tie back onto the caboose
with the outgoing cars from Miller’s and
the Tower lines them up for the Yard
Main. Just north of the switch to Track 1,
the power cuts away again and they make
another runaround move. Now shoving
from the north end of the train, the two
cars from Miller’s are placed on Track 1,
and the caboose is placed on Track 4. With
more switching work taking place later,
the crew cuts away from the caboose and
rolls ½ car north before tying down on
Track 4.
As the crew went about their work, they
placed the card for the stock car in the
Vincent livestock pocket, the cards for the
two cars picked up at H.B. Miller are
placed first in their deck of train cards and
then onto the “Track 1” clip at Boston
Corners, the card for the empty boxcar
delivered is put into the H.B. Miller
pocket, and the BC-5 Train Card,
locomotive, card, and caboose card are
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attached to the binder clip for Track 4. The
BC-5 crew/Yardmaster now has time for
some coffee.
In North Adams, Potter Bros. & Co. has a
2-car platform track and a four-car storage
track, requiring the SX-8 crew to switch
Potter Bros. & Co. a second time so that all
four cars can be unloaded. Pulling south
from the platform with the string of 4 cars
placed earlier, they shove the two empties
onto the second track, pull south to clear
the switch, shove the two loaded cars to
the platforms, cut away, and leave the
power on the siding. As the cars are
switched, their waybills are rotated from
loaded to empty, showing their next
destinations.

The SX-8 crew is making its second switch at
Potter Bros. & Co. in North Adams. The track
in the foreground is the NYCS main.

During the course of the operations, as
both the New Haven and B&M drop off
and pickup cars at the Boston Corners
interchange, BC-5 has additional work
picking up cars from the Interchange
Tracks and making up blocks for the next
northbound and southbound road jobs.
Associated with this, car cards are
retrieved from the Interchange clip and
placed on the track clips where the cars are
spotted in the yard.
On this day, first the New Haven RQ-2
through freight drops 6 loaded cars (one
NYCentral Modeler

boxcar and five PS-2 covered hoppers),
which BC-5 retrieves and places on Track
1. Later on, New Haven Pine Plains local
NX-5 drops a string of cars and retrieves a
car dropped by the B&M for them.
Operational Note: B&M has overhead trackage
rights on the NYCS from North Adams to the
Boston Corners siding for the purpose of
interchange with the New Haven.
NX-5’s work results in cars placed on both
the interchange and siding tracks. With
the return trip of the passenger train due,
BC-5 has its work cut out to clear the
siding. It ties onto the first two cars on the
siding (a loaded boxcar and empty tank
car), and places them on the Interchange
Track as they are for the B&M. The next
three cars (two empty tank cars and a
boxcar) are pulled from the string as the
first two are for the Central and the third
needs to be left on the Interchange Track.
Pulling north out of the Interchange Track
with the two tank cars, the hand-throw
switch is lined again for the siding and
they shove south to retrieve the remaining
seven cars – three loaded boxcars and four
empty reefers, all for the Central. They
pull north with the nine cars, BC Tower
lines the switch for the yard main, and
they shove south, placing all the cars on
Track 2. The crew cuts away and brings
the power back over to Track 3. Cards for
the nine cars retrieved are placed on the
Boston Corners Yard Track 2 clip, and the
tower lines up the route for the passenger
train.
With the Boston Corners Siding track
clear, the RDC train makes its “scheduled”
eastbound run on the B&M as Train 5608,
south on the NYCS as Train 18, drawing
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another Situation Card upon crossing the
Jct. With “Highball – No Defects”, they
enter the NH at the west end of the Boston
Corners siding as Train 138. After making
station stops at Pine Plains & Boston
Corners, the crew will draw its last
Situation card upon crossing the Junction,
another “Highball – No Defects”.

New Haven Train 138 (will be train 18 on the
NYCS shortly) is making its station call at
Pine Plains.

It re-enters the NYCS at the east end of
Boston Corners siding as Train 18 and
continues south to staging. A shelf in the
staging area holds the decks of train cards,
and the crew is now free for a break or
another assignment.
After the passenger train has cleared
North Adams, the SX-8 crew works with
the NR-6 crew to prepare the southbound
road train for departure. First GP20 #2110
is started up, and the NR-6 crew takes it
out of the Freight House lead, north on the
NYCS main and then east on the B&M
main to the tail track past the siding. The
SX-8 crew uses SW-9 #8940 to clean out
the four outgoing boxcars from Potter’s,
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running them up to the B&M Main,
dropping them east of the NYCS main,
and returning lite to the Freight House
siding.
While 2110 drifts west, couples onto the
cars, and returns to the east end of the
North Adams Yard, 8940 ties onto an
empty hopper and caboose on Track 2 and
places the caboose east of the NYCS on the
B&M main. Returning to the freight house
lead, the hopper is dropped and the crew
returns to retrieve the caboose. Returning
again to the freight house lead, the
caboose, now positioned where it needs to
be at the north end of the train, is shoved
to couple-up with the hopper and shoved
further to couple-up with an outgoing
boxcar.
The crew then pulls outgoing cars from
the Freight house lead, starting with the
caboose, hopper, and boxcar on Track 2.
Clearing the switch to Track 1, they shove
on to Track 1 retrieve three outgoing
boxcars and then pull the entire string of
cars out and up onto the B&M main. After
clearing the switch to the NYCS, they
shove the cars and caboose east and
couple up with 2110 and its existing
consist to complete the makeup of NR-6.
They finish their work by cutting away
and returning to the NYCS Freight House
lead. 2110 then shoves the train west until
it is clear of the switch to the NYCS main.
With the OK from the NYCS Dispatcher,
NR-6 departs North Adams with nine cars
in tow – four loads and five empties, and
the southbound run to NYCS staging will
include work at Boston Corners along the
way. Its double-sided train card tops the
deck that also includes the locomotive
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card, cards for the nine outgoing cars in
the order in which they appear on the
train, and the caboose card.
Passing
Boston Corners Jct., a Situation card is
drawn “Highball – No Defects”.
The BC Tower operator has lined them up
for the yard, and upon arrival at Boston
Corners, and with permission of the
Yardmaster, the train is brought south
onto the Yard Main until the markers clear
the north switch to the yard. 2110 is then
cutaway and, using the main track, runs
around to the north end of the train.
Tying onto the caboose, the nine freight
cars are shoved onto Track 3 and then the
caboose is placed south of the switch to
Track 3, as it needs to be on the south end
of the train for the shove move into
staging.

2110 has run around its NR-6 train at Boston
Corners and is working the yard. The cars to
the right are on the Interchange Track.

Six of the nine cars brought down from
North Adams need to be dropped, but
they were not blocked properly by the SX8 crew so the NR-6 crew has some
switching to perform. Seven of the nine
cars are pulled out of from Track 3.
Shoving them south on the yard main, the
first two cars on the south end are tied
onto the caboose and shoved clear of the
switch to Track 3. After uncoupling and
pulling north, the next four cars are
shoved onto Track 3. The remaining car is
NYCentral Modeler

shoved south onto the growing string of
outgoing cars destined for staging. After
uncoupling from these cars on the yard
main, 17 cars blocked on Tracks 1 & 2 are
retrieved and added to the consist. Cards
for the dropped cars are placed on the
binder clip for Track 3, and cards for the
cars picked up are placed in the deck prior
to departure.
With the Yardmaster’s
blessing to depart, NR-6 is shoved south
into staging with 20 cars - seven loads/13
empties.

NR-6 is shoving south from Boston Corners
Yard into staging with its 20-car train. One of
the West Shore Model Railroad Club members
is in the process of ballasting the tracks, after
which the scenery in Boston Corners,
including some rolling hills, will be added.

After parking the train, the crew shuts
down the power, and places the deck of
train cards on the shelf in the staging area.
With NR-6’s departure from Boston
Corners, BC-5 can go back to work. They
take four of the six cars dropped by NR-6
over to the Interchange Track. Shoving
onto the Interchange Track, they tie onto a
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boxcar to be retrieved and pull north with
the string of now five cars. Temporarily
dropping
the
boxcar
on
the
siding/interchange overflow track, they
pull north and shove the four cars from
NR-6 onto three cars already on the
Interchange Track.
Cutting away, they roll north to clear the
switch, returning south to retrieve the
boxcar they previously dropped on the
siding, which they spot on Track 3 back in
the yard. Cutting away from the car, they
have time to take a short break. The cards
for the cars dropped are placed on the
interchange clip, and the card for the car
retrieved is attached to the Track 3 clip.
After a while, the New Haven QR-3 job
comes through and performs its NYCS &
B&M interchange work at Boston Corners.
Following QR-3’s departure, BC-5 runs lite
to the interchange and retrieves six
boxcars dropped for them. Five of the cars
are shoved onto Track 3 with the one they
spotted earlier as all six will to go out on
the next RN-11 to North Adams. The sixth
car retrieved is spotted on Track 4, as it
needs to go out on the next NR-6. Cutting
away from the car and pulling north just a
little bit, the BC-5 crew’s work is done for
the day, and the power is shut down.
Interspersed with the NYCS runs during
the operating session are similar road,
yard, and local operations on the B&M
and New Haven, plus the industrial
switching operations at Southern Oil in
Pine Plains.
On my own, I operate the layout as my
time permits, using the “next train” cards
(discussed in the last article – 2nd Qtr. 2017
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issue) to remind me where I left off. When
guest operators visit, I prefer to take a
back seat and act more as a facilitator with
the crew caller/dispatcher role, as I enjoy
letting others operate the layout. Using a
clipboard and train lineup to assign crews,
I help keep things moving along with a
light hand. Fortunately most of my guest
operators, like me, have railroad
experience.
This means much of the
operations is intuitive to them, which
allows me to either sit back and enjoy
watching them operate, taking occasional
questions and providing permission to use
various tracks as necessary, and/or
spending
any
needed
time
with
newcomers to the layout who may or may
not have railroad experience. Because
there are mixed feelings about the
Situation Cards among people who run
the layout, they are strictly optional –
drawn if the operator cares to use them.
If you try your hand at operations and run
into issues along the way, don’t be
discouraged. Unexpected problems such
as insufficient space where cars need to go
may seemingly appear out of nowhere.
Just like on the real railroads, sometimes
you have to hold a car in the yard because
there isn’t space on the customer’s siding,
or maybe the result is a customer gets two
switches during the course of the
operations to meet the needs. The goal
isn’t perfection, its operation, and stuff like
this happens.
It is important to note that these articles
are not meant in any way to be allinclusive in operational layout concepts as
they only portray how my layout is
currently operated. Many modelers add
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additional levels of realism such as issuing
track warrants and/or running a fast
clock, with fully or partially timescheduled operations of the trains.
Wireless headsets and/or telephones at
various locations along the layout can
provide realistic communications between
the dispatcher and train crews. Automatic
block signals keep trains moving along
safely. Operational control point signals
and
motorized
turnouts
remotely
controlled by a dispatcher in another room
are other possible operational features.
Some modelers even have dispatchers in
totally different cities, with voice
connectivity (and sometimes signal &
turnout control too) through the Internet.

The possibilities are limited only by your
imagination and available budget.
Should you seek more information on
operations, there is an organization
devoted entirely to realistic prototype
model railroad operations called the
Operations Signal Interest Group (OPSIG),
which is a Special Interest Group of the
National Model Railroad Association
(NMRA). An excellent place to start, they
provide a wealth of resources on their web
site at http://www.opsig.org/ and
though informative discussions on their
Yahoo Group at:
https://groups.yahoo.com/neo/groups/
Ry-ops-industrialSIG/info

Dan’s Layout – Drawn By Frank Knight
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Part 9 – Refurbishing Vintage Vehicles & Trucks
For Scenic Drives Beside the Water Level Route
process can be used to restore just about
any painted metal component including
steam engine shells, rolling stock frames /
components and - of course - vehicles.
Give the process a try. The results will
look good and make you feel good about a
job well done!

Stripped and repainted TootsieToy trucks and
vehicles look great and illustrate that the
restoration process produces excellent results.
It can also be used to strip and restore metal
engine shells and other painted metal
components.

The colorful TootsieToy® vehicles and
trucks shown above prove that stripping
and repainting just about any metal
casting is easy, and produces excellent
results as I’m a novice painter and don’t
use an air brush. The project began when I
purchased a box of these die-cast creations
at a train show as an economical way to
add vehicles and trucks to roads along my
NYC Water Level Route. While some
models retained sufficient paint, to use as
is, as you see in the image (right), others
were extensively used and needed TLC.
This article explains the transformation
process used to make these vehicles and
trucks look as good as the first day they
were displayed at the local five-and-dime
store in the 1940 - 50s. Fortunately, the
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Some trucks and vehicles in the box of train
show TootsieToys retained sufficient paint to
be placed on layout roads in “as is” condition.

TootsieToy® - America’s Oldest Toy
Company™ Began in the 1890s
Before discussing the restoration process,
let’s take a quick look at the fascinating
history of the TootsieToy Company, which
promotes itself as “America’s Oldest Toy
Company”. According to Wikipedia, the
Company had its beginnings in the 1890s
and produced its first model car in 1909.
Over the years, it made metal prizes for
boxes of CRACKER JACK® - the original
caramel coated popcorn and peanut snack
– as well as cast pieces for Monopoly
Games and die-cast dollhouse furniture.
“TootsieToy” was registered as a
trademark in 1924. During this decade, the
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Company manufactured trains, cars,
trucks, aircraft and a variety of other diecast toys. Most were simply made and
often consisted of only seven parts – a diecast metal body, two axles and four rubber
tires. The TootsieToy vehicles and trucks
discussed in this article use this simple
construction and were made during the
1940s and ‘50s based on their design.
Determining precise production dates
would take more time than I was willing
to invest because so many models were
produced over the years.

In addition, I successfully used this
method to strip metal Lionel steam engine
shells, metal rolling stock frames or
components and, other painted metal
surfaces.

Automotive Brake Fluid Is a Great Paint
Stripper for Metal Castings and Parts
Believe it or not, soaking metal castings in
ordinary brake fluid completely removes
paint! After removing the rubber wheels
and axles from my Tootsie Toy vehicles
and trucks, I soaked the metal bodies in a
rubber pan containing brake fluid.

Metal TootsieToy bodies were submerged in
brake fluid to strip the paint.

Depending on the chemistry of the
original paint, stripping time ranged from
several hours to several days. Eventually,
all of the paint peeled-off without much
coaxing as you can see on the Greyhound
bus in the photo in the next column.
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All of the paint peeled off this die-cast
Greyhound Bus body after soaking in brake
fluid for a day.

Next, each vehicle was washed with soap
and water and thoroughly dried, which
resulted in shiny original die-cast metal
bodies including this truck cab, greyhound
bus, fire engine and trailer bed.

After stripping, each vehicle was washed with
soap and water and dried to remove brake
fluid residue and promote paint adhesion.

Because Tootsie Toys were inexpensive
and mass produced, the castings often
have small burrs and rough edges. That’s
why this was a good time to use a small
fine file to smooth window opens and
other rough spots on the castings.
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Prime Each Casting with Several Light
Coats Before Applying Bright Colors
Priming each casting is the next step. It’s
the best way to ensure your paint topcoat
will adhere and be uniform. I used
inexpensive grey primer and applied
several light coats to all surfaces. To
prevent blobs, I made sure the spray
nozzle was not too close to the vehicle and
maintained “constant motion” as I began
to spray paint before the nozzle reached
the front of the vehicle and continued to
spray until it was past the vehicle.

All TootsieToy die-cast bodies and parts
received several light coats of gray primer.

In many instances, I chose topcoat colors
that closely matched the color of the
original paint. However, other bright
colors were applied based on personal
preference and paint colors on the shelf.
Now let’s take a closer look at the results.
1940s Standard Oil Tanker
Based on its condition, I believe it’s fair to
say this TootsieToy Standard Oil Tanker
was very busy making deliveries around
town during the 1940s. It was in rough
shape, but looks great after removing the
axles and tires, and stripping, priming and
spray-painting the body red. Next, WD40® Multi-use Product was wiped onto the
tires to make them shine before
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reattaching them with pointed metal
fasteners that pass through the body into
the metal axles. Tires on all models
received this treatment.

Having endured decades of hard play, this
Standard Oil Truck needed lots of TLC.

After stripping, priming and repainting, the
same 1940s Standard Oil Tanker looks factory
fresh.

Detailing completed the process as I used
Testors® Enamel Markers to apply metallic
silver paint to the grille, bumpers and
headlights and white to the raised lettering
on the tank. These markers have stiff tips
that enable more accurate painting than
with a flexible brush, including one with a
very fine tip.
Recently, I began to create a town using a
number
of
Plasticville®
Buildings,
including this post office (next page), and
discovered that Tootsie Toy trucks and
vehicles look great around them. The
town will look even better after adding
roads, sidewalks, streetlights and other
scenic details.
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I used a toothpick to temporarily support
the raised bed until a more realistic
support can be made.

I’m constructing a town beside the NYC
mainline using Plasticville Buildings, such as
this Post Office, where our oil truck driver
stopped to mail his rent check.

1950s Operating Dump Truck
A beat-up 1950s dump truck with a lift-up
box bed was an excellent candidate for
restoration.

Here, a toothpick temporarily supports the
bed box until a permanent support can be
made to add realism to a future construction
site on my layout.

Down the street from the Post Office, our
truck gasses-up at a Plasticville Service
Station.

A quick glance at this dump truck reveals why
restoration was necessary.

I kept the yellow body, green bed
combination and painted the grille,
headlights, fender and roof lights using a
metallic silver Testors Enamel Marker.

At the Plasticville Service Station, the
attendant discovered our busy dump truck
was a quart low.

A Highly Detailed 1940s Greyhound Bus

When repainting the dump truck, I kept the
original yellow body, green bed color
combination.
On every model, grilles,
bumpers, headlights and accents were painted
with a metallic silver Testors Enamel Marker.
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The moment I saw it, I thought it would be
fun to strip and repaint this blue
Greyhound bus to recreate the gleaming
silver, blue and white colors that were
evident as it rolled-off the assembly line
during the 1940s. This was a major
challenge that not only required masking
different areas before spray-painting each
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color, but also hand-painting the small
greyhound and lettering on the side of the
bus.

I placed my TootsieToy bus on top of the
rendering (bottom left) after spraying a
primary coat of metallic silver over the
entire body, followed by careful masking
so the blue coat could be applied to the
window strip and front of the bus.
Next, the body was carefully masked to
only expose the roof which was spraypainted gloss white.

Looking past the poorly applied blue paint, I
decided to restore this Greyhound Bus to its
original silver, blue and white color scheme.

Careful masking was required to separate the
silver, blue and white painted areas on the
bus.

Discovered during an Internet search, I
used an excellent art rendering of my bus
as a color reference.

Art of a 1940s Greyhound Bus was used as a
guide to help closely match painted colors on
the die-cast version to those on an actual bus.
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After carefully masking the rest of the body,
several coats of gloss white were applied to
the roof of the bus, which contrasts nicely
with the dark blue and silver below.

The last step was to hand-paint the white
greyhound on the side of bus, along with
the blue “Greyhound Lines” lettering.

Hand-painting the small white Greyhound
and blue “Greyhound Lines” lettering on the
bus sides was the most challenging step. An
illuminated desk magnifier and fine-point
enamel markers helped ensure success of these
delicate tasks.
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This was done with fine-point, enamel
markers that I found at the hobby shop. Of
course, an illuminated desk-mounted
magnifier was indispensable for this
delicate task as well as for other detailed
assembly and painting needs.

position using the large flat end of a
punch.

After picking-up passengers at the
Plasticville train station, my Greyhound
Bus is ready-to-roll down the highway.
Deteriorating paint, a dented roof and missing
hoses indicated this fire engine had seen better
days.

After priming and repainting, the fire
engine is ready for duty at the local
airport.
Bound for nearby towns, our Greyhound Bus
rolls out of the train station with a load of
happy travelers heading home for the
holidays.

I’m very proud of this bus because,
frankly, I was concerned about doing a
project that was as highly detailed as this
one. However, after a number of “re-dos”,
I believe the bus looks great and supports
the old adage “nothing ventured, nothing
gained”! If I can do this, you can too. Just
roll-up your sleeves and begin your own
restoration project soon!
Putting a 1940s Fire Engine Back into
Service with New Paint and Hoses
Fire engines always add a special touch to
any layout. This one had seen better days.
It had a dented roof, which was pushedout by flipping the engine onto its back,
placing it between two wood blocks and
gently hammering the roof back into
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After hammering-out the roof dent, stripping
and repainting, our fire engine is ready for
duty at the local airport.

Cherry red paint was sprayed on the body,
and Testors Metallic Silver was applied to
the bumpers, grille, lights and running
boards with an enamel marker. Missing
hose sections on each side of the engine
were replaced by cutting plastic tubing to
length, before painting them black,
inserting gold nails into each end and
gluing them to the hose racks.
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Missing hose sections on each side of the fire
engine were replaced by cutting sections of
plastic tubing, painting them black and
plugging each end with a decorative gold tack
before gluing them to the hose racks.

Restoring a 1940s Sedan and Panel Van
Three vehicles were included in the box of
TootsieToys.

Three vehicles in the TootsieToy box included
a 1950s red fire chief car in the foreground,
along with a black 1940s van and red fastback
sedan, which were restored.

Because the red 1950s fire chief car in the
foreground was in good condition, it was
placed on the layout “as is”. However, the
condition of the 1940s black van and red
sedan made them excellent candidates for
restoration. Parked in front of Plasticville
bungalows (next column), the repainted
van sports several spray coats of gloss
white in contrast to sedan’s gloss black
coats.
Testor’s metallic silver marker
enamel was applied to brighten the
bumpers, grilles and lights.
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The stripped van was repainted white, while
the sedan received coats of black. They
enhance a neighborhood scene when parked in
front of post-war Cape Cod Plasticville
houses.

Two-toning a 1950s Tractor Trailer
The final restoration was a 1950s truck cab
and TOOTSIETOY TRUCKLINE trailer
with a removable top.

The final restoration was a road-worn 1950s
tractor-trailer operated by the “Tootsietoy
Truckline”.

After disassembling the trailer box from
the bottom frame and removing the top, I
spray painted the trailer box silver.

After stripping, a two-tone blue and silver
color scheme transformed our tractor-trailer
into a handsome long distance hauler.
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Next, the cab, top and trailer bottom were
spray painted blue before applying
metallic silver to the bumpers, grille and
headlights. The final step was to paint the
raised lettering on the trailer with a blue
Testors Enamel Marker. Here we see the
semi making a delivery to the Plasticville 5
and 10 cent store.

The following products are trademarks, or
registered trademarks, of:
TootsieToy®
Company™

America’s Oldest Toy
- J. Lloyd International, Inc.

WD-40®

- WD-40 Co.

Cracker Jack® - Frito-Lay North America
Inc., a Division of PepsiCo
Testors®

- Rust-Oleum Group

Plasticville®

- Bachmann Industries, Inc.

Our repainted semi can be seen around
Plasticville delivering goods to local
merchants including this 5 and 10-cent store.

I’m proud of my repainted TootsieToy fleet
and encourage you to try a stripping and
repainted project soon.

Give restoration a try. You will be
rewarded by the pride that comes from
successfully stripping and repainting diecast vehicles, engine bodies, rolling stock
components and other metal items before
returning them to service on your layout.

Be sure to check out the information on
our NYCSHS website regularly and watch
for the latest NYCS photo on the NYCSHS
Facebook page.
To get quick answers to your questions,
register and log on to the NYCSHS
Members Yahoo Group.
Be sure that you open the NYCSHS
MailChimp emails we send to you. They
have the latest information.
And now you can look for NYCS photos
posted by us and NYCSHS members on
Instagram. See page 11 for details.
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NYCentral Modeler 2018 Authors – Hall of Heroes

1st Qtr. 2017 Authors (From top left to right) Dennis Regan & Bob Keeler, Dean Apostal, Bob Shaw,
Carl Sardaro, Noel Widdifield.

2nd Qtr. 2017 Authors (From left to right) David Gallaway, Keith Taylor, Kyle Coble, Larry Faulkner,
Manuel Duran-Duran, Dan Howard.
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NYCentral Modeler 2018 Authors – Hall of Heroes

3rd Qtr. 2017 Authors (From left to right) David Horn, Brad Andonian, John Mercurio, Bob Shaw,
Seth Lakin.

4th Qtr. 2017 Authors (From left to right) Ed Enyedy, Will Boyle, Kyle Coble, Bob Shaw, Larry
Faulkner, Manuel Duran-Duran, Pete LaGuardia, Roger Murphy.

Hall of Heroes- All will receive our brand new NYCSHS Magazine Writer
T-Shirt.
NYCentral Modeler

(See next page for better view of shirt)
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NYCentral Modeler 2018 Authors – Hall of Heroes
Our New NYCSHS Magazine Author T-Shirt

We will send you one of our new design t-shirts after your article is published. Made of heavy-duty
cotton, these t-shirts and they come in M, L, XL and XXL sizes. Get yours today and show the
world that you are a published author.

Some Colorful NYCS Posters from the Past
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How Dick Craig’s O-Guage Layout Became Ray Tomstadt’s

Dick Craig moved into a long-term skilled health care facility in 2010, which meant he needed to
find a home for his O-gauge layout. Read about what happened in the next issue.

Hugh Guillamume’s HO-Scale Mizuno Hudson Models

Hugh provides an extensive review of the history of the HO-scale Mizuno Hudson models that were
imported by several importers in the 1970s – 1980s
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You can see from the finished product that Jim Kehn is a talented modeler. This is his Big Four
interlocking tower in O-scale.

Ed Enyedy’s Next Article Is About His Collinwood Powerhouse

Ed’s powerhouse is a
very large model as
can be seen in this
photo.
We will be
learning all about
how he built this one
in the next edition.
Watch for it!!
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Tom Long Models a B&A RPO in N-Scale

We met Tom at the 2017 NYCSHS Convention and he suggested that we needed to do more B&A
modeling in N-scale articles. At our suggestion Tom has begun a series of them that leads off with
this one a B&A RPO. Watch for his articles beginning with the 2nd Qrt. 2018 NYCentral Modeler.

Bob Shaw Returns with another O-Gauge Model Railroading Article

In the next issue, Bob will tell us how he made some custom dwarf block signals using materials
costing less than $15.00. Watch for this one in the April 2018 edition
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NYCentral Modeler – “Mystery Photo”
Tell us what you think this piece of equipment might be and where it was found. Send your answers
to NYCSHS@verizon.net

We are taking 2018 memberships now!!!
Don’t miss out on all of the fun and knowledge available with memberships
in the NYCSHS.
Modelers, Fans, Researchers, Former Employees.
You find them all.
Click here to join or renew for another year!! http://www.nycshs.net
Some more of the wonderful ads from the 1950s
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We found some vintage advertisements for the New York Central and wanted to share them.

All of these ads tell us of the strength of the NYCS during this time period. Passenger train ads .... a
huge portion of the NYC’s advertisng budget. It was all in vain.

In 1935, the NYC ran through what its advertisers called the “world’s greatest market” and they
were probably correct. The second ad suggests we locate our business right where our writer, Bruce
Ryan located his layout. Great ads for their time.
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Vintage NYCS Advertisements & Posters

These posters showcase the sights to see on the NYCS. These two feature Grand Central Terminal
and the U. S. Military Acadmey at West Point, NY.

Two of the NYCS streamlined locomotives that contributed to the modern look of the NYCS in the
late 30s and 40s before WWII negated all thoughts of beauty for locomotives. From that point until
the end of the War, the only thoughts were for efficeincy, hard work, and victory.
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Final Thoughts
By Noel Widdifield

The upcoming 2018 NYCSHS Convention will be held in Cleveland, OH. The poster pictured remindes
us that it is never too early to begin to think about the next convention. This one promises to
provide exciting tours, presentations, new models and lots of NYCS enthusiasts. The 2017
convention was a huge success and this upcoming one promises to provide lots of excitement too.

For Details Go To: https://nycshs.org/nycshs-events/
You can also order your 2018 NYCSHS Convention T-shirts in Collinwood Shop!!
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NYC Coalboxes
(Five HO-Scale Coalbox Set - Ready for Painting)

The purpose of the NYC coalbox was to have a stock of coal available for use in small
structures and facilities that lacked a dedicated coal storage area. Shanties and small stations
would get their heating coal from nearby coalboxes. Every time there was a need for coal,
someone would walk over with a bucket or two and carry it back to their work area to stoke
their stoves.
A MOW train periodically resupplied the coalboxes. A hopper or a gondola loaded with
coal would stop next to the box and the coal would be shoveled or chuted directly into the
bins through the open roof hatch.
Standard Coalbox Resin Kit Includes:
 2 One-Bin Coalbox
 1 Three-Bin Coalbox
 1 Two-Bin Coalbox - Closed Hatch
 1 Two-Bin Coalbox - Open Hatch
All Solid Castings and Ready to Paint

Non-members price is $28.00. NYCSHS Members’ Price $24.95
Shipping is extra and Ohio residents must pay 8% Ohio sales tax.
http://nycshs.3dcartstores.com/NYCS-Structures_c_129.html
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NYCS Books

Along The Old West Shore

This is the only book ever published about the entirety of the New York Central's West Shore
Railroad, a 450-mile line that ran along the western banks of the Hudson River and west along the
Erie Canal to Buffalo on Lake Erie. The book covers over 100 stations and the West Shore's branch
line to Earlville with hundreds of steam locomotive action shots and dozens of color diesel era
images.
Readers will discover that the West Shore was NOT a branch line. It was a well engineered, double
track, signaled main line railroad! NYC used the route to move freight unimpeded from Buffalo to
the Albany area, and then down the Hudson's 'West Shore' to Jersey's ports and the New York
region's manufacturers. While the four-track main line hosted premier passenger trains, this route
labored unpretentiously in the shadows. Now, John Ham shines deserved light upon a route
dripping with history, and still a vital CSX link.
We cannot understate the quality or value of this 312-page book. Six hundred photos; a color
section; heavy-duty hard covers; high-grade glossy paper; Smythe sewn and bound. In all
seriousness, this book will not be around forever. When we run out, the opportunity is gone.

Non-members’ price $59.95. NYCSHS members’ price $47.96.
Shipping is extra and Ohio residents must pay Ohio Sales Tax.
http://www.nycshs.net/Stony-Clove-Catskill-Mountain-Press_c_92.html
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Rapido NYC Budd RDC (DCC Sound)

Rapido Second Release
NYC Budd RDC (Phase 1b) (DC)
Road Numbers RDC-1 M453, M455, M460, RDC-2 M480, RDC-3 M-497(ex-Jet Powered), M-498, M499
Non-members price is $325. NYCSHS Members Price $260.00 and that is 20% off MSRP.
This is a Deposit Model and Requires a $50.00 deposit.
Shipping is extra and Ohio residents must pay 8% Ohio sales tax.
Shipping will not be charged on deposit, but will be added when you make the final
payment.
http://www.nycshs.net/Rapido-HO-Scale_c_119.html
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Bluford Shops N-Scale NYC 14 Panel Hopper
Comes in two road numbers - Must be selected.
Expected Delivery Early2018
MSRP $24.95 NYCSHS Members Price $19.96 and that is 20% off MSRP.
Shipping is extra and Ohio residents must pay 8% Ohio Sales Tax.
http://www.nycshs.net/Bluford-Shops-N-Scale_c_74.html

Boston & Albany Photo DVD

Over 400 Photos and Drawing From the NYCSHS Archive

Non-members price is $30.00. NYCSHS Members’ Price $24.00 and that is 20% off MSRP.
Free Shipping but Ohio residents must pay 8% Ohio sales tax.

http://nycshs.3dcartstores.com/Engineering-Drawing-CDs-DVDs_c_17.html
NYCentral Modeler
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NYC Hudson & Electric Division
Or NYC Terminal District
Polo Shirts

Hanes ComfortSoft Cotton Pique' Men's Polo
TM

L, XL, and XXL Sizes Only

MSRP $36.67. Special Reduced NYCSHS Members' Price $22.98
Shipping is extra and Ohio Residents Must Pay
8% Ohio Sales Tax
If you are a fan of the Hudson & Electric Division or the Terminal
District – You must have one or more of these fine polo shirts!!!
Lots of other polo shirts available in the Collinwood Shop
http://www.nycshs.net/Polo-Shirts_c_34.html
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NYCSHS Backpack

2017 NYCSHS backpack is 100% polyester. This deluxe backpack has 3 roomy zippered
interior compartments, 2 outside mesh pockets, padded shoulder straps for comfortable
weight distribution, convenient top loop for quick carrying, and adjustable straps and
buckles for carrying additional items outside the pack.
MSRP $25.00. NYCSHS Members’ Price $20.00
Shipping is added and Ohio residents add 8.0% sales tax.
http://nycshs.3dcartstores.com/Memorabilia_c_22.html

New York Central Systems Plaques

Wooden Plaques are painted in accurate colors representing all of the major components of
the NYC railroad. These beautiful works of art are available in a variety of logos of the New
York Central and its subsidiaries. Purchase one or more to hang in your train or railroad
memorabilia room. These are not the flimsy metal logos, but are crafted from wood and
painted in accurate brilliant colors. They are being used to decorate the conference room in
the new NYCSHS Headquarters. Members’ prices are the lowest you can find anywhere.
MSRP $75.00 - $80.00 NYCSHS Members’ Price $63.75 - $68.00
Shipping is added and Ohio residents add 8.0% sales tax.
http://www.nycshs.net/Memorabilia_c_22.html
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Colorful NYC Mohawk & E-8 Three-Dimensional Art

This 24" X 22" Wooden 3-Dimensional NYC Locomotive Plaques are painted in
accurate colors. These beautiful works of art are available in two locomotive
versions. The E-8 is available in Lightning Stripe and Cigar Band in traditional
Black & Silver, Gray & Silver or Green.
Locomotive Plaques are painted in accurate colors representing these NYCS locomotives.
These beautiful works of art are three-dimensional plaques that stand out from the wall and
have working lights. Purchase one or more to hang in your train or railroad memorabilia
room. These are crafted from wood and painted in accurate brilliant colors. They are being
used to decorate the conference room in the new NYCSHS Headquarters.
They are sold at train shows and have only just become available to us and are priced at
15% below retail for NYCSHS members.

MSRP $245.00 - $255.00 NYCSHS Members’ Price $216.75 - $208.25
Members’ prices are the lowest you can find anywhere.
Ohio residents add 8.0% sales tax.
http://www.nycshs.net/Memorabilia_c_22.html
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NYC 19000 Tongue and Groove Wood Side or Plywood Side
Caboose Kits
(HO-Scale)

Other than the NYC Hudson locomotive, the 19000 series cabooses with their distinctive low cupola
were an icon of the New York Central Railroad. These cabooses lasted from the early 1900s well into
the 1960s.
These models are craftsman kits and require purchase of trucks and couplers that are not included
with the kit. The kits come with a set of decals so that you can number the caboose as you wish.
The MSRP for these kits is $59.95 each, but are offered to NYCSHS members for 20% off at $47.96
each plus shipping and handling costs. Ohio residents must pay 8% Ohio Sales tax.
http://nycshs.3dcartstores.com/American-Model-Builders-Laser-Kits-HO-Scale_c_76.html

NYCS Steam Locomotive Number Plates

The NYCS used these number plates with a logo on Hudson, Mohawk and Niagara steam
locomotives. They were cast in iron or steel in the original size. These reproductions have
been cast in aluminum and steel and are available with and without the
NYC logo in very limited numbers. http://www.nycshs.net/NYCS-Steam-LocomotiveNumber-Plates_c_158.html
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InterMountain HO-Scale NYCL & MCRR
USRA Composite Drop Bottom Gondola

Cars had wood sides replace with steel between 1925 and 1926. Some cars had wood floor
replaced with steel floor and converted to flat bottom gondolas starting in 1941. Some cars
were rebuilt as all steel flat bottom cars starting in 1937

Features: Sharp Painting and Lettering, Metal Wheelsets and Kadee® Couplers.
Assorted Road Numbers. If you order more than one car we will provide
multiply road numbers while supplies last.

MSRP $31.95

NYCSHS Members Price $25.56 and that is
20% off MSRP.

Shipping is extra and Ohio residents must add 8% Ohio
sales tax.
To order go to: http://www.nycshs.net/Intermountain-HO-Scale_c_96.html
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Accurail HO-Scale CCC&StL Panel Side Twin Hopper

Three Pack or Singles
MSRP $49.98 for 3-pack. NYCSHS members price $39.98 and that is 20%
off MSRP. MSRP $16.98 for singles. NYCSHS members price $13.58
and that is 20% off MSRP
Shipping will be added and Ohio residents must pay
8% Ohio Sales Tax.
To order go to: http://www.nycshs.net/Accurail-HO-Scale_c_70.html

HO-Scale Michigan Central Tower Kit
(Expression of Interest)

We are looking into having this MCRR station produced in HO-scale by The N-Scale Architect
who produced our NYC tower kit a couple of years ago. It will be a wood laser cut kit. The kits
would be un-assembled and would be painted by the modeler.
We need to order 100 and if you are interested, send an email to mackdave@optimum.net
Details at: http://www.nycshs.net/HO-Scale-Structures_c_139.html
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Accurail HO-Scale MCRR 40’ Outside Braced Boxcar

Features: Wood Doors and Metal Ends

MSRP $17.98. NYCSHS members price $14.38 and that is 20%
off MSRP. Shipping will be added and Ohio residents must pay
8% Ohio Sales Tax.
Click here to order: http://www.nycshs.net/Accurail-HO-Scale_c_70.html

Atlas HO-Scale IHB & P&LE 40’ Post War Boxcar

Must be ordered by Jan 3, 2018 and arriving 2nd Qtr. 2018
Road number must be selected!!!
MSRP $39.95

NYCSHS Members Price $31.96 and that is 20% off MSRP.

Shipping is extra and Ohio residents must add 8% Ohio sales tax.
Click here to order: http://www.nycshs.net/Atlas-HO-scale_c_68.html
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Have you Seen These O-Scale Models from MTH & Lionel?

MTH P-2 Electric

Lionel NYC Niagara
Click here to see them: http://www.nycshs.net/O-Scale-Locomotives2-Rail-3-Rail_c_126.html
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New York Central System Diesel Locomotives (DVD Version)

By William D. Edson with H.L. Vail, Jr. and C.M. Smith
Published by the NYCSHS in 1978 and Re-Issued in 1995
Now Available in a Digital Version
MSRP $35.00. NYCSHS Members' Price is $27.00 and that is 20% off MSRP.
Shipping is free, but Ohio residents must pay 8% Ohio sales tax.
To order: http://nycshs.3dcartstores.com/Engineering-Drawing-CDs-DVDs_c_17.html

Books, Books, Books

All NYCS Books can be found at:
http://nycshs.3dcartstores.com/Morning-Sun_c_102.html
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TrainMaster, LLC HO-Scale NYC Section House Kit

This section house was the mainstay of track maintenance for many decades on railroads. The NYC
placed their unique structures every few miles on the right-of-way so crews had ready access to tools
and supplies. Also, a speeder was stored there so the track gang could move easily up and down their
assigned stretch of track. This is an exclusive NYCSHS model.
Order at: http://nycshs.3dcartstores.com/The-TrainMaster-Structure-Kits-HO-Scale_c_83.html
Non-members’ $53.20. NYCSHS Members’ $45.00

Order at: http://www.nycshs.net/NYCS-Structures_c_129.html

TrainMaster, LLC HO-Scale NYC Trackside Structures Kit

Track maintenance and safety were a priority for the NYC. To keep on top of both took manpower
and resources. To aid this effort, the railroad placed their standard, 12’ x 18’ section house every few
miles for easy access by the track gang. Plus, they used two different styles of privies (pit latrines)
for the inevitable call of Mother Nature. The switch cabin provided some shelter for the trackmen.
This kit was designed and produced in conjunction with the NYCS Historical Society. You will be
proud to place these buildings on the high iron and secondary lines around your pike.
Order at: http://nycshs.3dcartstores.com/The-TrainMaster-Structure-Kits-HO-Scale_c_83.html
Non-members’ $21.99. NYCSHS Members’ $17.59

Order at: http://www.nycshs.net/NYCS-Structures_c_129.html
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NYCSHS Model Offering Thoughts
Here at NYCSHS we have a team of volunteers who work to provide members with an excellent
selection of prototypical correct NYCS models. Dave Mackay, NYCSHS Modelers Committee Chair,
Mike Vescelus, Collinwood Shop Storekeeper, Bob Wasko, NYCSHS Shipping Clerk, and I as
Business Manager and Treasurer communicate daily to ensure that we find new NYCS models to
offer in the Collinwood Shop. The members of the NYCSHS Modelers Committee work with us to
review potential models and to offer suggested models for our consideration.
All of us are dedicated to finding models that will provide our members with great choices at
discounted prices. It takes a lot of our time, but we enjoy what we do.
We receive lots of comments and requests from all of you and we take each one seriously. Most of
the requests are well thought out and result in some new models that we hadn’t thought about or
noticed. We appreciate all of those suggestions.
Sometimes the suggestions are for us to persuade manufacturers to develop a model that they have
not decided on by themselves. We examine each of these requests in detail, but unfortunately most
model manufacturers require pre-orders of thousands of models or payment for the development of
the model (running into the tens of thousands of dollars) before they will consider offering them. So
we have a problem with every being able to get a manufacturer to make a NYCS unique model for
us.
Sometimes we are able to persuade a manufacturer to add a NYCS offering to a model they are
offering in other road names, but this usually requires us to purchase around 120 or more of the
model to have them paint and letter it for the NYCS. We have done this in the past and will continue
to explore these types of models in the future, but they don’t always sell out.
What also complicates all of this is that we have modelers in N-scale, HO-scale, S-scale, three Oscales/gauges, and two large-scales, plus a growing number of virtual modelers. And only about 900
of you are modelers. This reduces our influence in any given scale even more.
This all means that we lack the buying power to direct the development of new NYCS models. There
are just too few of us to have any impact on manufacturers.
So we continue to try to find new offerings and to persuade manufacturers but we just lack the
buying power to make a major impact. However, we will continue to do our best to make available
those NYCS models that we can offer at the discounted prices we offer.
Of course we are very interested in your thoughts on this and you can always send me an email with
those thoughts and suggestions to NYCBigFour@verizon.net
Thanks, Noel
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Do you love the NYC? How about helping the
NYCSHS preserve the memory. Do your part.
If you have read this edition of the NYCentral Modeler, you can’t help
but be impressed by the fine modelers out there in our membership.
You also should have been impressed with all of the things we are
doing to help you model the NYCS. We have been publishing great
articles from many of you in all scales. We note that several other
Historical Societies’ modeling magazines have gone out of
production from lack of member articles. Don’t let that happen to
us.
We really do need your help to keep all of the momentum going in the
Society. A lot of work is being done to improve our support to
members. We need articles and photos for this magazine. We need
some people to work with us on the Membership Committee. We
could use more help in the NYCSHS archives, backup people for the
website and the Collinwood Shop, and someone with some financial
knowledge to help out our Treasurer.
We all are busy, but it only takes a few hours a month to help us out.
We have gotten a few new volunteers now working with us. They
believe that the Society is a priority for them. How about you? Why
not join the fun and excitement of involvement in something that is
really worthwhile. Just do it!!! NYCSHS@verizon.net

Preview Of 2nd
Quarter 2018 issue
Ed Enyedy returns with
his model of the
Collinwood Power
House in the April 2018

Always looking for
good articles and
photos for the 3rd
Qtr. 2018 edition.
Let us see your
handiwork.

Watch the website, www.nycshs.org, for more information and
updates. For questions and inquiries, contact Noel Widdifield at
NYCBigFour@verizon.net

Jim Kehn tells us about his HO-Scale
“Big Four Tower”
As we head into the winter modeling season, the NYCHS would very
much like to include an article by you in the next issue that will be
released in the 2nd Qtr. 2018 edition. You should be doing a lot more
with your layout or modeling as we head into winter. If you will be
building things for your railroad or running your trains, this would be
a good time to take some photos and do an article for us. We really
would love to hear about your modeling or see your layout. We offer a
good opportunity to showcase your talents or collection. Even if you
don’t feel you can write an article, just send us some photos of your
layout. We need them for all of our publications, but to make the next
one, send them to us by February 15, 2018. NYCSHS@verizon.net
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and
Bob Shaw continues his feature,
“NYCS O-Gauge Model Railroading”
in the April 1, 2018 edition.
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